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Fun 1111 season 1...

Late again! This time it was a huge influx of work and my annual holidays (yes 1 do
take some time off occasionally!) I also owe you a second apology for the late
appearance of Issue 9: after I had finishedproductien work I fell victim to myseeond
lfaout of ’flu 111‘ the w1nter. This caused further delays so thanks again 1111 your
orbearanee! -

All the same, I trust the content of the magazine is just as va111ah1e to you
whene;ver it arrives, regardless of the date onthe cover. The fast that 1611 111’ you have
renewedineiiaes me to 11111111 that mostpeopie aresafisfied!

With the io1111311fies over, iet’s launch s1.1313111_into 1ssue 11}, 1131151113 11 to alert
you to 11111 swaprneet mentioned on page 32 P111 it in your diary straightaway' you can _
manage income: [lookfonvardto meetirgyon there and 11111131111 15 the firstofmany
such meetings. At the {Jacket the magazine you wiit aiso see an advertisement for

‘Jonafltanififlscormnumcahonsfmrhyandsuppmttiusaswefli _. _

The articie in TV Wales West and North has been heir! 313.3111 that's all, you
may now read on.

d7  . _ . _ - . . . .  - - - - -
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LETTERS, WE GET LETTERS
From Terence Hayes, Kil luragh
(Countyflmerlclr):

Mention has been made in 405 Alive of
Honday’s Newcomers, a programme I
used to  watch when l was an
apprentice at Rediffusion many years
ago. Anyway, you may be interested to
know that  RTE transmit  the i r  own
version called Newcomers on Tuesday
mornings  a t  11 .30  to approximately
midday. The ads are run back-to-back,
although unlike Monday's Newcomers
there is no caption saying how long the
ads are (eg. 60 secs, 1!] secs, etc.].

Also  the music used  on  the
second channel's trade tests appears to
be BBC test card music dating from the
late lQTDs, though I’m not an expert so i
may be wrong.

Sounds interesting, Teny. We'll all have
to put up high-gain aerials pointing to
the west now! {AH}.

From Paul O'Donoghue,  Flat 1 ,
Santana, 15  Brent Road, Shooters
Hill, London, SE18 3UP:

I am doing some research into the
design origination, means of production
and distribution of the Keracolour TV. If
anyone has any information, however
trivial, on this television i would gladly
appreciate it.

Paulsent aphoto butlarn notsure how
well it will reproduce. Anyway, this set
was made about 1969 in the USA and
looks like a white fibreglass sphere,
with an alternate for the screen. I seem
to recall an up-marhet shop called The
Colour Centre in London ‘s Edgware
Road used to have similar sets. They
were rather expensiae as i recall! But
someone must know me about these
round sets ...
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From David Boyrres, “Finlaton:

A feature in 405 Alive called PAL Alive
would be a good idea after all,  the
PAL colour system has been in use in
this country for almost twenty years. A
yearagothewritingseemed onmewall
for the  PAL system,  what with the
in troduct ion  o f  the  MAC system
employed by 383. However, improved
versions of PAL are under development,
indeed PAL-Plus was shown at the last
IBC in Brighton.

The aim for an improved PAL
system is that it will be compatible with
existing receivers- Nevertheless, the
present system is really well developed
with NICAM sound and teietext. The
only  real  problem i s  cross-colour
effects, although the viewing public
seldom complains. Apparently the US
NTSC system permits the use of comb
filters to remove the worst of cross-
colour, possibly because NTSC employs
half-line offset frequency multiples for
the sub-carrier whereas PAL uses
quarter-line offset, which makes the
use of comb filters more difficult.

From Andrew Bedding, Rotherham:

I read with interest in issue 9 the Code
_ of Practice for the Conservation and

Restoration of Man-made Antiques,
Bygones and Works Of Art.

it would appear that in today’s
fluowaway society that the useful life of
Tits is so  relat ively short  tha t  the
majority of today's electronics soon
become expendable rubbish, yet we
"405 Alivers“ apprfiate that yesterday's .
junk may become tomorrow’s antique i

It goes without saying that a TV
discarded as useless thirty years ago is
now becoming interesting, and dare I
say, valuable! it  is all credit to 405 Alive
that we ' the importance of the
development of television and try to
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keep al ive sets  that would have
otherwise been scrapped when new
developments such as iT'u" and colour
came along.

‘With this in mind, it is important
that we carefuliy conserve the few sets
that have survived “progress“, and I
therefore propose four criteria for the
restoration of the TVs that 405 Alive
members may hold, that less far-sighted
people may have already let the bin
men take away!

1 ]  Get the set going, i.e. replace
the main electrolytics if they are bwond
reforming ,  rep lace  mains  cable if
perished, and replace worn out valves.

2 ]  Keep  the  s e t  go ing ,  i . e .
replace leaky capacitors and resistors
that suffer excessive power dissipation,
such as those  associated with HT
supplies.

3}hrnend previous "botch" iohs,
i.e. con'ect non original repairs.

4}Make sure that anything you do
to the set doesn't detract from the set’s
originality, i.e. don’t be tempted to put a
colour portable chassis in a W22 case!

It goes without saying that it is up
.to 405 Alive to ensure that 405 line and
indeed any o ther '  early Tits are
preserved for future generations in
working form, ra ther  than mere
shadows in the forms of photographs.

As Lloyd Grossman would say:
“405 Aliver‘s, it's over to you!” _

From Keith Rann, Laughton:

I have enioyed issue 9 very much. I
remember seeing the clock on page 7
on a Philips TNette I had from 196? to
1930 and would guess it was in use in
196? ,  but  maybe someone e lse  will
come u with exact dates [yes - see
tolerant .

The story of [Tit in Wales was

Page 4

very interesting too, and I enjoyed Frank
Mitchell’s article. I’ve never seen the
BBC symbols on page 30 before but I
remember the  one  on page 19  very
well.  i also remember the animated
version on  fi lm:  a repetitive tune
accompanied it and every now and
again an announcer would say "This is
the BBC Television Service". On page 42
you  are right in saying some colour
films were used on 405 l ines .  I still
remember see ing  some  o f  them
between 3.45 and 4.30 pm in 19-60.

I must end this letter by letting
you know that I posted the coupon and
cheque for The Setmakers yesterday. It
looks very interesting from the leaflet
you sent.

interesting letter; Keith. You tee wise to
buy that book now. i predict it mid have
sold out within it? months and second—
hand copies will cost a lot more
afterwards.

From Dave Hooper, Templeogue,
Dublin:

I just wanted to send this newspaper
_ cutting that my sister sent from Florida:

I iormd it quite interesting.

- Thankstoyouradin405Alive,I
have received two {different} copies of
service data for my Ferguson 9". Many
thanks.

A few more "gift" Tits have
produced a fine Pye V4 which came
from the Pye Ireiand Ltd. publicity
dept . ,  and has been used as a
photographic mode]. It is complete with
customer instruction book and circuit
diagram, which is going to be useful as
there is aiinefault ormetopiaywith.

I recently acquired a Windsor
2601*: TV Wobuiator and a Rankush
dual standard barfraster generator.

The newspapa-cutting isrepmctucedon
tirenextpage.
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Vllt‘l‘AGE we l ike this one have recentlyr attracted hundreds oi
oollectors. who may' payr thousands oidollars for choice sets.

The wear one console with the
double doors is still a ioser. Collec-
tors want interesting. innovative

hire the sleek Deon-
inspined Hulls by John 1i.||'assos

shown at the 1933 1iiiorltl's Fair or
the more commom futuristic £959-
51 Phiico Predicts with the swivel-
ing picture tube surrounded by
gold-tonearms

It's no  surprise that collectors
often compete with interior decora-
tors and movie prop departments
inrtheseeye—catching models.

In fact. the outward physical
condition of a TV is often more
important than whether its innards
actuaityttuiction. - '

according to Foster. the majori-
ty of the 'Efls and '3iis sets don’t and
can't work. “Only

_ wouldttjtofixone,"hesa1rs.
It's eofier. to get a '40s or 505

modelguingmodernequivaleatsof
interaaicumpeneotsaresfillasaih
ahiethrooghradio and'i'i'repair'
shopsForsafety'ssakeanylong- ‘
donaanteydopsmouidbeinspece‘
edhya'repairmanheforehdng
pluggedia. '
-Becausethe' l ' i | 'hohhyisnew,

-coilectorsharefiewfiorumstorthe

arealpl ir ist '

exchange of information. Poster's
fine quarterly newsletter. “Sight-
Sound-Slyle," hegun last year, toid-
ed after five issues, emu though it
drew 45E] subscribers.

In its place, Poster' to publishing
an illustrated 1991 price guide that
will include much of the research
material he  was cramming intothe
newsletter.

"The five issues of Sight-Sound-
Stylearestiil avaflahleasasetfor
$20, as is Poster’s 23-page “1993
Price Guide to ‘ifintage This and
Collectible Radios” for 310. [Write
to Sight-Soond—Style, PD. Box 2224,
Hacketmcir, NJ. M935}.

Another somee of TV history is
Bernard Sampson. whose interna-
tional Television hloswm in Hoos-
ton contains 22!! ditferent sols ("Ho
doubles," hesays} and is the largest
hanwncoiiectionotvintage‘l‘irs.

Sampson's museum mayr be seen
by appointmeatoniy; phone ilfl-flfl-
ii'fll toarrange aviewing.

In addition coliectors can adren-
tise their wares and wants through
publieations lilte the Antique Trad-

'eroranyof theredio-magaz ines
such an antique Radio flamified
{P.fl. B_oI_2_.Ca_rlisle,_H_ass_.fltl}. -
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TELEVISION NEWSREEL
FIFIYYEARS IN RdDIO AND TV

Just in case you haven't been following them, a fascinating series of articles by Harold
Peters is appearing in Television magazine [the [PC one, not the HTS journal}. Part
two in the February 1991 issue covered the re—opening of television in 1946, test
transmissions from Sutton Coldfield and the inauguration of Hotme Moss. Good stuff.

441 m - THE GEM WAR-WE TV TRANSMITTER IN PARlS

We have already made brief mention of the German W transmitter in Paris. A couple
of things prompt me to mention it again

First, a book has been published on the subiect in France. It's called Cognacq-
Jay 1940 and looks quite interesting to me. I haven't ploughed all the way through it -
yet, but even a first glance shows that it contains the most obvious of mistakes
(technical matters, translations from English, etc). i am also advised by M. Poinsignon
infisniéres that the book contains several other errors.

Second, and more frustrating. A chance conversation with another radio
amateur recently revealed that when he was an apprentice in a TV retrairer’s shep, the
proprietor said how during the war he had been stationed at Dover and it  was his job
to monitor these TV transmissions. My informant thinks the old chap also said he had
to feed the signals up a coast line to London.

Hmm fascinating! I have tracked down the man to York but here the trail goes
cold. He suffered a stroke recently and when l tackled him (politely) on the phone, he
denied all knowledge. He said he did not even know the French had been involved
with TV at that time and although he had experimented with W before the war, that
was all he remembered. Mindful of his frail state (clear even down a phone line), I did
not press him, though I wanted to ask whether he even was at Dover during the war. I
just don’t know him well enough to ask, and my original informant does not wish to
get involved.

There are, i think, two explanations. Either his stroke has affected his memory
or else he is afraid to discuss secret work with a stranger. It’s a pity whatever the case,
but there we are. I wonder if we shall ever know more. -

HIST'DRY 0F “DEG

This year’s Video Show at the Islington Design Centre (he. Agricultural Hall), organised
by What 1tl'ideo magatdne was a big success. An extra surprise feature was a series of
display stands entitled The History of  1'tl'ideo. Various firms and individuals had been
persuaded to release some museum pieces, which were put on static display. Brief
caption cards explained what the equipment was. -

viousiy more could be made of this idea and ideas are afoot for developing
the theme next year. Watch this space!

405 ALIVE Issue 10 Page '3



FAREWElL PRIhIETIh‘IE, WELCOME THE BOX

Primelime, the magazine launched in 1931 by the Wider Television Access Group, has
published its final “standalone" issue (no. 16, ‘Winter 1990(91). In future it will be
incorporated in a new title called The Bort and the current issue is also the pilot issue
of The Box. The new title promises to continue the work started by Prlmetime and has
signed up some well-known writers: its stated intention is to cover both current
programming and archive material. Whether it will manage to do the latter better titan
TimeScr-eenoreveniflsmive, weshallhave tosee.

Details from Subscriptions, The Box, 318 Corn Exchange, Hanging Ditch,
Manchester, M4 3B6.

HIDRE TELEVISION AKCPHEOLOGY

We understand that the Nationala Theatre will be showing some TV classics dating
back to 1953 during June. Details and prices can he had by ringing the box office on
[I'll $28 3232 but in brief, there will be showings every Tuesday and Thursday during
June. The theme is Popular Television o f  the fills and fills, and nearly all are
"rediscovered treasures" o r  items that were thought to be  lost. Drama will be
represented by a 1953 BBC drama about the IRA called This Day in Fear; it stars
Patrick McGoohan and will be backed up by an Armchair Theatre. Grown-up children
will he delighted to see the sole surviving episode of Garry Halliday (but not The
Voice of coursel), Sword of Freedom, Robin Hood and The Buccaneers. Sci-Pi nuts
like me will en'oy Out of the Unknown, Quatermass and a surviving three minute
fragment of A or Andromeda. Apparently 12 more episodes of I Cars havebeen
discovered at a Titr station in Cyprus; one of these will be shown as well as Special
Branch. 0n the comedy side some At Last the 1948 Shows recovered. from Sweden
will be screened, wirile musical tastes will be served by The Rolf Harris Show and the
Dusty Springfield Show (with tmexpected guests). {Full details later on in this issue]

in August there will be another set of screenings and this time the theme will be
Cult W of the Seventies. Plenty to look forward to: the only snag is that not everyone
can get to London and even then the accumulated cost of seeing several showings is
not irrconsiderable. It is also essential to book early, so be warned!

... fiND THE BIT KIND

On page 39 of issue 8 Dave Probert introduced us to the joys of collecting old W
programmes on 16mm film. Since then your editor has been combing junk shops and
second-hand cine dealers for this stuff as well. it's amazing what is there - old
commercials,- blaclt and white filmed series from the USA and British programmes as
well. There are-also dealers in second—hand lilrns who tend to have little interest in W
material, which is of course in our favour. Already I have found gems ' ing hack to
1954, even one item the BBC doesn’t have any longer (but will have soon! . There is no
difficulty transferring these films back to video, of course.

You too might consider tracldng down some of these gems: I'll be happy to help
you if] can. Some of the material being offered to me doesn't interest me but it might
appeal to others. I was recently offered the whole of the first series of Cdrweozte
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(1969) - 11 episodes forSflilfl. 1 turned it down as (a) I don't want to spend that much
money and {b} it's too modem for my tastes, but it shows you what 5 around. Even
more, thereseemtobemanyeollectorsot’thismaterialhut howon earth doyon getin
touch with them??? Heaven knows what sort of interesting swaps might be possible.
There is obviously awhole sub—cultue otfilm collectors but not an organised one. A bit
like 405 line enthusiasm before the days of 405 Alive!

CORRECTIONS TO ISSUE 9

i don't think a single issue has appeared yet without a iew minor errors: i could say
theyr are included deliberately to see if you read everything but it wouldn’t be true!

, onpage 11 [said that theGranada animationhadbeenshownwhen the first
episode of Coronation Street had been (re-} shown on TV in recent years. i was
wrong: all they did was splice part of the static end credits on the front as well, which
is not really correct.

in addition l "failed to mention that the articles by Frank Mitchell and Nigel
Morgan were original] written for the Test card Circle magazine, and l am happy to

ROBERT FARNON SOCIETY

Readers who have been with us since the beginning will remenflzer that Robert Famon
wrote a lot of the music used in the early days of independent television [and a lot else
too, of course). Anyone wishing to team more about his music should join the society,
by writing with SALE to David Aries, Stone Gables, Upton Lane, Seavington St.
Michael, llminster, Somerset, TAIEI 6P1. His telephone number is 11460-42225. Thanks
to Tony (Hayden for this inionnation.

WAGE RADIO CIRflE

The Voltage Radio Circle has been [owned for those “with a genuine interest in vintage
radio, television and broadcasting-associated memorabilia“. It holds swapmeets about
four times a year at a venue near Swindon, Wilts, with admission by ticket only.

Membership is free and there is no annual subscription, but it is limited to
genuine enthusiasts, with dealers and other speculative dealers being discouraged. At
most meetings there is an exhibition and 405 line TV display, and always an auction
and bfirg-and-buy table. Admission costs 53.

or: as? details please send sea to its Williams, 23 Barton Lane, .Cirencester, Glee,

405 ALIVE {gene 19 Page 9



Gary Platten (lett) and Malcolm Foy 1with something luminous at the l99 l  Test Card
Circle comention. Everybody enjoys these meetings held early March in Leominster,
Herefs. and these two gentlemen are no exception! For details of this anti other
activities, send a SAE to the TEST CARD CIRCLE. 2 Henderson Row, Edinburgh, EH3
EDS. '
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PICTURE PAGE
All the latest video reviews
NOTE: so. ram-sass ms AND cosrssss UNLESS omens some

RICHARD EMBLEM — VOICE OF THE NKI'ION (BBC WEED}

Those amongst our ranks {and Thorns, Philips etc) who botght this video at the end of
last year will doubtless have been somewhat miffed to see the programme appear on
13302 a couple of months ago. Those who missed it altogether must be spending far
too much time behind their sets, poking around in the bits that a) the sennakers and b}
your mothers told you never to touch.

The video charts the career of Richard Dimhleby from his early days on the
wireless, in particular as a war correspondent, up till the end of his final edition of
Panorama and subsequent death a short time later.

Being such a prominent figure in broadcasting and the hearts of  the nation, has
ensured that a wealth of archive material has survived. items of special interest
include numerous Royal outside broadcasts from 405 line days, with superb aerial
shots of Westminster Abbey and Lon-don street scenes. A real gem is a clip of
lPanorama in 1958 demonstrating VERA, the 3305 then new video recording system:
This is illustrated by Richard introducing the programme as usual, with a clock at his
side which he tells us will jump back a few minutes, telling us that we are then
watching the video recording! Amazingly, for a live show, this works, although the
quality of the recording is somewhat foggy. Incidentally, Richard refers to the video
replay as a “telerecording”.

The many elections he covered are also represented with a selection of opening
and closing clips, some showing cameras milling around the studio floor. Dirnbleby
always comes over as both professional and folly even after relentless hours of
marathon broadcasting in these events. He even apologised, in 1964, to children who
may have switched on only to find their own programmes replacedl- His sense of
humour is never far under the surface: He was heard to swear mildly on air one
week's Panorama. The next week he was given a swear box which said "If- owing”!
He duty inserted one shilling, followed by a further penny, which he said allowed him
one "damn"!

This well constructed and worthwhile tape just reinforces what a loss it was to
the nation as a whole when Richard Dimblehy died after a long ilhtess, in late 1965. His
last major assignment was the funeral of  Winston Churchill, said by some to he -
Dimbleby’s finest hour. The tape closes with Richard ending - his very last ”Panorama“,
wishing us "a very Goodnight" - no doubt the country wished him the same

THE sssr or mars rssr or .. nor- omv BUTALSO {sac more)
This tape compiles lfiglflights from-the recent 1V re-runs of the same name. Eff '
lsuppose thatmakes it'l‘he bestofthebestof-what’sleft ofNotOnlyButAlso. Perhaps
not. The BBC—2 showings certainly included some good material, but why not screen
complete shows. Why should only parts of shows still exist? The editing of the
sketches is pretty obvious, with a fadeeto-hlack between each. Also, some film from
early colour shows was included, which didn't sit too well alongside the other items.

405 anrvn Issue 10 Page 11



Whilst  the monochrome stuff  was n i ce  c lean te lerecordings  {early BBC-2
programing, don't forget], the colour film footage was in a very rough state indeed,
with tears and holes in the filmdancing around in comers o f the  screen!

Technicalities aside, there are some very funny sketches on offer, perhaps the
best of which include Pete and Bud, cloth capped, discussing the finer points of life
over a couple of pints - surely everyone is now familiar with the "Art Gallery“ and
l'Betty Orable" items There are also some nice musical spots, with various guests
including Marion Montgomery, Cilla Black and from America, Goldie and the

' Gingerbreads (who‘ll On the whole, a nice tape, but a shame about the rather
uncomfortable editing You will have done much better if you recorded the recent
BBC-2 showings.

UP POMPEII... VOLUMES 1 3r. 2 (BBC VIDEO)

in view of the amount of vintage comedy material made available in the last few years,
this programmes would appear to be the one glaring omission, especially now that ”Sir
Francis of Howerd" is riding on a new wave of popularity in particular with students
and the younger generation generally. The explanation mold seem to be that the BBC
"lost" the tapes of this series. The question is of course, how you interpret the term
"lost". You don’t suppose the BBC had erased the tapes do you? That wouldn’t he like
the BBC at all (ll!) For whatever reason the BBC have obviously been moved enough
by the commercial potential to track down some other tapes of the series from
America, to whom the programmes would have been exported in the seventies
presumably (although it doesn'treally seem to be their type of humor). As aresult of
this, the Sill. programmes issued over two cassettes are NTSC conversions- yulr! This
naturally means that apart from any last movement on screen bei rather jerky, all
the skin tones look decidedly yellow. In fact, there is a note to this ect at the start of
the cassettes, asking us to excuse the picture quality...but the progranunes are 25,000
years old! {get it?)

On the surface, it's easy to see why someone might have been tempted to wipe
the original programrhes tapes _- this is hardly quality stuff - the sets wobble and
actors frequently tlutf their lines. It is of course Frankie Howerd who saves the . All
his magic ingredients are there - the vocal mannerisms, those [mowing LOO into
the camera, and "blmving" the whole illusion by heckling with the audience! There are
lots of nice touches too- in one episode he is summoned to the boudoir of the fair
maiden "Erotica"(!}. He walks off, followed by the camera at which point he turns to it
{and us) and says "and where do you think you’re going?!" _

These are extremely funny programmes (the series ran from 1969-1912 in
colour], despite the fact that you KNOW what innuendo is coming next {most are
amply signposted), half the fun is getting there! Frankie Howerd apparently nearly
didn't take the role, as he found Talbot Rothwell's scripts far too saucy. Fortunately for
us of course, he did. - _

WORTH LOOKING OUT FOR ...

More American comedy Til|r classics tapes are appearing- look out for Bewitched,
among others. It would be nice if someone issued some British material in the same
"pilot plus two episodes" format. _ '

Perhaps a little modern, but W H Smith are releasing some material on their
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cum video label, which is licensed from both BBC Enterprises and L‘WT. Issues so far
include early episodes of ”The Good Life" and "Last of the Summer Wine“. From I'I'i‘F
come seventies sit-coms 'Two’s Company“ {Elaine Stritch and Donald Sinden}, "No
Honestly“ [John Aiderton and Pauline Collins) and "On the Buses" {the W series this
time, not the films). _

This is all very well, but what about some cracking sirlies drama series from the
l'I'C stables, like Gideon's Way, Ghost Squad etc etc? We live in hope... [Steve James].

SUPERMAN AND THE MOLE MEN. (WARNER HOME VIDEO, PES3503'2'.)

Before George Reeves as Superman flew across Wscreens he flew onto the cinema
screen in  an  hour-long "B“ movie produced by Lippert Pictures,  in  g lor ious
monochrome, in 1951.

Ph llis Coates portrays the same "abrasive“ Lois Lane as she did in the first
season o the Tv' series and there is also a fairly similar opening sequence showing
Superman "posing”l in front of the US flag. The story concerns twp small mole-like men
who crawl out of a deep oil-well in the peaceful town of Silsby. Of course they mean
no harm but the locals become scared and a committee is formed, led by arch
'baddie" Luke Benson, who tries to hunt them dovm but for the intervention of our ill-
fitting costumed hero and his pencflskined newspaper fiend. They in turn prevent a
committee of "mole-men'l from killing Luke Benson with their ray-gun and then
sending all the creatures back to their burrow beneath the ground, and all that for
"nine ninety-nine".

it’s interesting to note that this film was edited down to become a two-parter for
the first season of the television series, entitled '"l‘he Unknown People". {Alan Keeling]

MY FAVORITE MARTIAN, Volume 1 .  {Castle Vision CH 4133 , 53.99.}

I bet most, if  not all, 405 Alivers will remember this US sitcom about a young
newspaper reporter Tim O‘Hara [Bill Bixby]. who, en route to work, sees a spacecraft
crash-land. He befriends its passenger, a Martian professor (Ray Walston}, and it toms
out t9 be a rather lasting friendship, for ll]? episodes {num‘mg horn 1963 to 1956) to be
precise.

Well, so much for the monochrome pilot episode winch explains the basic plot
_ and sets the pace. We’re now into a colour episode of 1965 entitled 'Grande Avenue
where our Martian professor (known as Uncle Martin, Tim’s long-lost uncle) turns
geriatric to enable him to make a study o f  old age on Earth. In the process he
encounters two old ladies with criminal inclinations and later helps them capture the
crooked lawyer who drove them to their "life of crime".

The late great Jill ireland makes a guest appearance in The Girl in the Flying
Machine, playing a Russian pilot called Zelda, who is accidentally pulled down to Earth
by the Martian. My overall verdict: well, it's a at video for lovers of sixties gimmicky
sitcoms, and I’ve just received news that Vision have also released Rin-Tin-‘t‘in.
[Alan Keeling}.

ThefidiAmerioon Comedy Vtsirm Usssicsseriesfiomflasflefision (lino tapes ofeoch
title, all or £399) runs as follows: My Fomrfte a'on (@4183, 4134), Tween (CV4ISF,
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41$), Kung Fu ($413.9, #190) and Pirhper (W431, 492}. Let’s hape we get more like
diesel

"' it is worth noting that the tapes reviewed here may not be stocked in all shops but
can be ordered through many stores or by mail from well-stocked dealers such as
Adrian’s Video (0268433326). The latter shop is highly recommended and supplies
lists of  new releases to regular customers. If you spot a tape you like you are well
advised to buy it while you can: many of the more obscure titles are self-liquidating:
once stocks run out, that’s it! Remember the TV Spin-off film Life in Ema-gency Ward
Ten on sell-through video 13  months ago? it was in the shops for a month or tun, then
gone forever The same applies to many other titles.

THE NOT-SO-NEW ADVENTURES
OF CHARLIE CHAN
A review of a classic TV golden oldie by Alan Kee-Ling
One summer's night in 1962, at 130 pm on my local [TV station {AW}, the cheerful
opening music o f  Take Your Pick was replaced by some rather sombre and
mysterious oriental—style music which accompanied a visual image of thick swirling
"€02" fog. Onto this faded some Chinese lettering that dissolved into the programme
title ”the New Adventures of Charlie Chan, then quickly faded when fire-series star J.
Carroll Haish walked slowly through the fog to the left side ot the screen. Thus began
another crime adventure story, centred mainly on blackmail and murder.

James Strong portrayed the bungling, naive 1'nurnber one son", Barry Chan, who
was constantly being advised, and corrected, by his courteous "Conhrcius"—quoting
father. The series was filmed in monochrome in 1951', mainly in England, although
some of the thirty-nine shows were filmed in the States. lie-runs on ATV in the
Midlands stretched from 1952 to Hill. An actor who made occasional appearances as
inspector Duff of Scotland Yard was Rupert flavies, who a few years later shot to tame
on the BBC as MaigreL

But mystery was the main element o f  every story. In the episode entitled
Hamlet in Flames Kurt Schmidt (Raymond Huntley] gets hold of a rare edition of
“Hamlet" timing the German occupation of France. Years later he is forced to sell it. At
that point there is a fire, the book disappears and so does Schmidt. In A. bowl by
Cellini, Chan suspects that hypnotisrn is the cause of a series of incidents in which
valuable antiques are

Unfortunately this series does not appear as part of the “Heritage Collection"
package of ITC, but avid TV buffs can hope that it will re-surface on one of the
channels in the not-too-distant future.
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CAST

CHARUE Cit-MN
BARRY CHAN
INSPECTOR DUFF
INSPECT0R HARLWE

Producers

Executive Producer
Directors

wai l  _ .

A Television Programs of America presentation for VISiflIl Productions and [TC

EPISODE GUIDE .
1 .  Your moneyr or your wife.
2. Secret of the sea. -
3. The lost face.
4. BIind man's buff.
5. The great salvos.
6. The Counterieiters
7. Death of a don.
3. Chariie’s Highland fling.
9. The patient in room. '
ID. TheRaiput ruby. - '
11. Final curtain.
12. Death at high title
13. Circie of fear.
[4 .  Exhibit in wax. _ "
15. Backfire. ‘
16. Patron of the arts.
1?. Hamlet in flames.
18. Dateline - execution.
19. The sweater.
20. The noble art of minder.
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21. Three men on a raft.
22. No holiday for murder.
23. No future for Frederick.
24. Safe deposit
25. 1Hoodoo death.
26. The expatriate.
2?. Airport murder case.
23. The hand of Hera Bass.
29. The {Chippendale racket. ‘
30. The invalid.
31. The man in the wall.
32. Something old, something new.
33. Man with a hundred faces.
35. Point of no return.
35. A bowl by Cellini.
36. 1'«ill'ithout fear.
3?. Kidnap.
33. Rhyme or reason.
39. Three for one.
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TELEVISION ON BFI SOUTH BANK
POPULAR TELEVISION OF THE 505 8: 603
during JUNE at the MUSEUM OF THE MOVING IMAGE

During June, TV 0N BFI SOUTH BANK gives audiences a chance to reassess 'lpOpular
TV of the 505 and fills“ at the Museum of the Moving Image. Programmes will reflect
the diversity of  both BBC and [TV outputs during the period. _

We are de l i gh t ed  t o  announce ,  as part o f  June ' s  sc reen ings ,  several
“Rediscovered Treasures“, the first of an occasional series of such screenings.

Recently, several programmes thought lost have turned up in various places,
(including Cyprus and Swedenl}. They make a valuable addition to our television
heritage. Finds l ike  this are  even more important since,  unfortunately, many
screenings have been lost for ever: early programmes went out live with only a small
number recorded for  posterity. Even the introduction o f  videotape d id  not
automatically change the situation and many hours of programming were wiped.

In 1955 I'l‘V arrived with its commitment to “popular" programming in light
entertainment, sport and drama. (“Sunday Night at the London Palladium", game
shows, wrestling and "Annchair Theatre" were all part of the revolutionising of British
television.) Faced with the need to rethink its paternalistic ethos to broadcasting, the
BBC responded with innovative new programmes, designed to be popular with
audiences rather than good for them. TV's popularity developed, reaching great
heights in the fills, when a show like I'Steptoe 3: Son" commanded viewing. figures of 23
million.

Now, "Popular Television of the 505 and fills” highlights particular programmes
to give a flavour of the era and prove just how different the wmid once looked!

This season coincides with a recent BFI publication: POPUlJtR TELEVISION IN
BRITAIN edited by John Comer.

For further info contact Dlmcan Pehie or Veronica Taylor, BF! TV 8;: Projects Unit. Tel:
fill-r255 1444. [British Film Institute, 21 Stephen Street, London WIP iPL.

Tuesday, 4June T36 pm in Mflltll
[9503 Drama A gripping double bill: This Day in Fear (BBC, ta: 1.37.58) stars Patrick
McGoohan as a reformed lRA man whose past comes back to haunt him, with Billie
Whitelaw as his English wife. Scent of  Fear (ABC, Ix: 13.9.59}, is an Armchair Theatre
writtenbyTed Willis, starting Dorothy Tutin andAnthony Quayle. - - — -

'l‘llmday, Ii June 5.00 pm in NET 2
19505 Children's Television An action-packed selection which includes triple
swashbuckling from ATV with episodes from 'Sword of  Freedom "The Bell" (ta: 1952},
The Buccaneers “Aztec Treasure“ (ts: 1953] and Robin Hood (certainly worth a fresh
look in the wake of Fellow Traveller). Also a recent rediscovery: the only surviving
episode of Garry .l'lalliday (BBC, ta: 30.1.60).
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Tuesday, 11 June 7.36 in MOMI
1956s 3: 66s Comedy Episodes from four classic series: Hancock's Half Hour ”The Setthat Failed” (BBC, tx: 9.1.59); an earlyhrmy Game, with William Hartnell, Alfie Bass 8:Charles Hawtrey (Granada, tx: 4.12.570; Marriage Lines "Trial Separation" (BBC, tx:23.3.63} with Richard Briers and Pruneila Scales; plus a rediscovered episode of thehugely popular Steptoe 8: Son, "My Old Man’s ATory" (BBC, tx: 3.11.65].

Thursday, 13 June 6.15 in NFI' 2
19503 & 609 Sci Fi A chance to see the two surviving episodes of The QuatermassExperiment, the most disturbing serial of its time (BBC, tx: 1953); plus Gut of theUnknown: I"The Machine Stops" from an EM. Forster story {director Philip Saville, BBC,is: 6.16.66); and the surviving 3 minutes from the cult series A for Andromeda withJulie Christie (DE: 19-61}

Tuesday, 13 June 7.30 in MOMI
1966s Police Drama Classic rediscovered treasures are episodes one and six of theinnovative and highly original first series of BBC‘s E-Cars. Both written by TroyKennedy Martin and directed byJohn McGrath: "Four of a Kind" (tx: 2.1.52} and "Friday:iighgggtx: 6.2.62]; plus an extract from the first episode of Special Branch (Thames, tx:19. .

Thursday, 26 June 6.15 in NFTZ
The Avengers A reai treat. Cathy Gate {Honor Blackman) sees off the threat ofwrestler Jackie Pallo in "Mandrake" (tx: 1963}, and Emma Peel {Diana Rigg} appearsas the Queen of Sin [complete with spiked collar and pet snake) at the Hellfire Club in"A Touch ot Brimstone" (ix: 1965} Ch yes, and there‘s Steed as well!
Tuesday, 25 June 7.30 in MOM!
Popfl’ariety A mixed bag of magical music and light entertainment moments fromthe fifties 3: sixties. Extracts from: The 6.5 Special (BBC, tx: 22.1 1.53); Ready SteadyGo with The Beatles, {tx: 4.16.63}. Plus rediscovered BBC gems: The Dusty SpringfieldShow with special uest Woody Allen (ix: 1.9.66) and irrepressible Rolf Harris withguest Del Shannon a live version of "Runaway"} tx: 4.2.671

Thursday, 2? June 6.15  in NH?
1966s Comedy Comic gems, these four episodes of At Last the 1948 Show (Ix: 1 96?)emerged recently in Sweden of all places! A significant find as this show, with TheFrost Report and Do Not Adjust Your Set provided a training ground for futuremembers of Monty Python's Flying Circus. With John Cleese, Graham Chapman, MartyFeldman and Tim Brooke Taylor.
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PIRATE TELEVISION
by Andrew Emerson

in real terms, genuine pirate TV { tha t  is unlicensed transmission o f  broadcast
programmes) did not come to pass until the eighties with Channel 21 in London and,
allegedly, a similar station in Birmingham

But during the sixties - the decade of pirate radio - several plans were mooted
for transferring the success of the offshore radio stations to television As we shall see,
none of them came to broadcast except T'li" Noordzee, a Band III 625 line station on an
artificial island oil the west coast of  the Netherlands. Although this was British—owned,
it did not transmit to Britain, and i am not aware that i t  was ever received here. i t  was
declared illegal after a while isee International Broadcast Engineer, November 8:
December 1964 for a detailed description by Rod Allen].

Now sit back, put incredulily aside for a moment and relive the anticipation that
each of those announcements gave us

' CARDLINE TV

Extract from Offshore Radio by Deny Bishop (lceni Enterprises, 19i'5):

Transmissions were due to start at 6.00pm en lst July 19m on Channel 63 from
a Supe r  Cons te l l a t ion  aircraft circling t he  Nor th  Sea  at 20,000 feet .  More t han
£1,000,000 were claimed to have been put into the project, and £650,000 of advertising
booked. A champagne party was held in London to launch the new station, but when
the time came for transmission to start, those waiting saw only a blank screen. There is
doubt if the plane did take off. but it should be pointed out that it is possible to transmit
torm the air: 1he US forces in ’v'ietnam received TV programmes via this method.

Contradicting this, Chapman Pincher, writing in the Daily [or Sunday} Express,
mote that Caroline 'l‘lvr had indeed been picked up on the Isle of Man. Apparently the
plane flew in a figure—of-eight loop.

And now a quote from 25  years Radio Caroline Memories edited by Hans
Knot. _

it was in December 1963 that we saw a most amazing story in the Daily Mirror:
“Caroline organisation T’v‘ programmes from an airplane. Uncensored programmes will
be transmitted from a Super Constellation flying across Great Britain and Ireland- From
his London-based office Caroline director O‘Flahilly declared that the plans will become
reality in early 1969. There will be a possibility that programming will be in colour, using
the 625 lines system. Total starting costs for  this Caroline T’v‘ project should run to

- about £40 million.‘l Two transmitters had been ordered and there had also been some
meetings with future backers and advertisers. Advertising agencies in the USA and
Canada would arrange international advertising for the project.

Ftonan: "Already we’ve decided which airfield will be used but I'm still not allowed
to say in which country it is situated. The director of this airfield doesn’t want any
publicity until broadcasting has  started. There are  no technical difficulties at all for
transmitting T'v' programmes from an airplane. The Americans already proved that
Constellations can stay in the air for 1-3 hours non-stop and the programmes can be
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received by all TV owners in Great Britain and Ireland. Carolina will transmit everythingthat the viewer wants to see and there will be no censorship from our side. This we havealready proved with Radio Caroline. Of course this will not mean that we will show so-called Blue Movies. I know that. for instance, the Irish people are afraid of hearing theword sex, but that  is not  what we mean by free of censorship. We shal l  buy  ourprogrammes all over the world but shall also transmit our own productions."

In the Avro Bode. the weekly magazine of the broadcasting organisation AVBOin Hilversum [Netherlands]. C’Ftahilly stmd the organisation did a lot of research beforegoing to the press with the Caroline 1v plans. “Our lawyers had a good look at all theproblems we could get but gave us a go-ahead for the protect. We’re outside territorialwaters, we will not interfere with the normal aviation due to the fact we will be flying inhigher regions and we wilt also not interfere with other television transmitters in Europe.0n the 'subject of the channels we wilt use, lcan’t give any answer yet!"

in the first months of 1969 in the House of Lords questions were asked aboutthe p lans of radio Caroline to go on  the air with a TV transmitter. GPO ministerStonehouse declared that the realisation of such a project was technically no problem atall but he also stated that he would try everything possible to prevent it. He had askedthe technical department of the BBC about interference problems and they said to himthat the Caroline TV programmes would cause a lot of interference to BBC and IT'v'programmes. Meanwhiie the owners of Pye Electronics Ltd., a transmitter company,refused to deliver a transmitter to the Caroline organisation. Ronan O‘Flahiily then wentto the States to order the same kind of transmitter. At the end of June 1969 Flonanagain visited Holland and was interviewed by a journalist of de Telegraaf.

"In Amsterdam we will have our head office and already five big internationalcompanies have bought airtime on CW. Mainly the more serious pop programmes willbe aired, we have bought a lot of movies and also we have plans to start a sort ofOpen University in  the future. We need a transmitter of only 1-0 watts to reach a radiusof too kilometres. In the future we would like to have a ground-based studio fromwhere we could transmit the programming to the Constellation and from there back tot e audience.“

A spokesman for  the Dutch government. reacted on the plans and said that itwasn't possible to stop the project in Holland for they were not infringing any law. Ofcourse. if CT’vIF did cause interference to Dutch TV. then the organisation would be introuble. The Dutch GPO [PTTj would keep an eye on the possibility of interference, thespokesman stated. in the Sunday Telegraph of July 31 st 1969 you could read thatSimon Dee, one  of the first deejays for the Carolina project. way back in 1964. wasapproached by O’Hahiity to work for Carolina W. Simon left Caroline after seriousprobiems with the director.

Bonan: 'We had a big disagreement, but Simon and I parted as friends. He is avery good presenter and as he was the first voice ever to be heard on Radio Caroline. iwould love to have him as the first announcer on Carolina N.“ Simon himself took theoffer very seriously and was also very flattered. in the meantime Flonan had other ideasabout the head office for he stated that this would be i n  New York, with other offices in$msételrldam. Switzerland and in the Bahamas - one of the co~backers of CT'llIr lived ine a amas.

The whole Caroline T‘v' project never became reality and I personally think thatFlonan was only seeking publicity for his TV project. so he could work in silence towardsthe return of his redo station Caroline.
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Here are a couple of  newspaper clippings of  the time. the dates and papers
unfortunately not identified.

PIRATE TV is STiLL FIE IN THE SKY

Fionan C‘fiahilly is unmoved by suggestions that his flying pirate TV station will never
get oft the ground. He is even amused by the widely-held doubts that his test flight ever
took place. Or that he really does have wings on which to waft his illegal transmitter
within broadcasting distance of Britain.

He insists he has a plane - but will not say what kind let alone where it is - and
that it flew and put out a signal in July. "The technicians goofed then." he says. I'l will
not make the mistake oi announcing the programmes until everythin is working
perfectly. if you do not believe that the plane exists. remember the Radio oline ship.
That had an enormous aerial and was within a hundred miles of Britain. Yet we kept it
hidden for weeks until the day we began broadcasting. I can’t say where the plane is
because the British government could exert pressure and maybe stop the project."

C’Bahilly has spent a lot of time in America recently. he claims to have totted up
a million dollars' worth of advertising for Carolina W if it ever takes off. {Probably Daily
Express. definitely 19ml

FACTS

FACT: Caroline Til will be housed in two lavishly-decorated Constellation Super 8
aircraft. One has already been fitted out by American Naval experts {W from aircraft has
been tried with great success by America for the troops in lllietnam'l.

FACT: Carolina N will have three complete air crews. one in the air. one ready to take over
and a third on standby.

FACT: Caroline T'v' will be broadcast in colour on one otthe nine available UHF {625 line}
channels. Itv be received by upwards of?5 per cent ofthe British isles. Broadcasting hours
will has pm-midnightfive nights aweek. Bpm- 2 amnvc nightsaweek. Baily popshowfrom
6 - 8 pm; Bil-minute "chat“showto be titled "Out of Your Mind'. also daily. 0fl1erprogrammes:
feature films. documentaries, series. cartoons. home movies and news bulletins.

FACT: Each Caroline W aircraft will house a small studio for news broadcasts and
possibly live interviews.

FACT: The majority of Caroline T‘v‘ viewers will need make no adiustment to their Tll
sets.

RABBI TV

Extract from Daily Mail. 2151 July 1955:

An American-backed pirate TV station has changed its planned transmitting channel
because it might jam Britain‘s space research projects. BABE}; TV was to beam
programmes on Channel 6 to South East England for twelve hours a day from a ship
anchored off the Kent coast. but this channel has already been allocated by the
Government to the Radio Astronomy Services Centre at Cambridge for space and
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astronomical investigations.

RADEX W is backed by a group of American businessmen who have formed a
company with £1,000,000 capital. T'U' programmes will be mainly on tape or film from
America. The station will also broadcast pop radio programmes 24 hours a day.
Transmissions were due to start next month but have now been postponed.

In fact they were never resumed, and nothing more was heard of this fascinating
projecL

TDWER TV

Extract from Uffshore Radio:

At 4.20am on Tuesday 9th November 1965 the first test from Tower TV was clairned to
have been received at Walton—on-the—Naze, on Channet 5. A blurred picture of a
test card was said to have been seen, but there is doubt it this was true. A power of 10
watts was said to have been used but the station said a new generator recently instalted
would enable the power to be increased to 200 watts.

Tower TV was co-Iocated with Radio Tower, on the Sunk head fort 14 miles off
Walton—on-the-Naze, Essex. I t  was later reported, I think at the "Flashback 6?"
conference held in IBTT, that the whole affair was a practical joke and a test on the
gullibility of the media. Nevertheless, a photograph of a test transmission {using a kit-
built ccrv camera] was issued and is reproduced on page 103 of fshore Radio.

CITY TV

City W was a project to broadcast from an est-Naval minesweeper: it did not reach
reality, though detailed plans were made. These were announced on 3th June 1965,
following the Government's announcement of its intention to ban cigarette advertis'
on 114’ from ls t  August. Initial capital outlay was estimated to be US$ 85,000 and if
advertising support was forthcoming, "top quality" films and news bulletins were to be
broadcast on channel 3 (used by the BBC in Wales, well out of the range o f  City’s
projected coverage of south-east England].

ITC’s HERITAGE COLLECTION
by Andy Entitlement
11": or the hicorporated Television Company supplied many of the adventure series we
watched in the early days of independent television. In those days it was a subsidiary
of ATV, but the programmes were seen across the whole [TV network at one time or
another. The company is still very much in business as the ITC Entertainment Group.

Up until now the IBA obliged iT'ir’ programme companies to observe a limit of 14
per cent of non—European productions. The companies were thus forced to find 86
percent of so-called "EEC content’I to balance the American and Australian imports. To
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help them achieve this at an acceptable  price lTC has pu t  together its Heritage
Collect ion of twenty action adventure and drama programmes from its family
entertainment library. Many of these titles will be familiar to many readers because the
programmes go back quite a long way, but they still have a nostalgic appeal to some
people, while others will be seeing them for the first time.

Many of  these programmes were made by independent production companies
and then acquired by lTC. They are shown here in alphabetical order: it’s up to you to
place them in chronological order or decide which lTC favourites you would substitute
in your own personal top twenty. Anyone for Sir Lancelot or Cannonball?

The twenty programmes in the Hefltage Collection are:

The Baron. 3t} rt Ell-minute series.

The Buccaneers. 39 rt Bil-nfinute series.

The Champions {shown on NBC in the USA}. 39 rt fill-minute series.

Danger Man (Secret Agent' at the USA1 shown on CBS]. 39 rt 39-minute series
4'? rt fill minute series.

The Forest Rangers. 194 rt 39-minute series.

Fury {shown on NBC in the USA}. 114 rt 39—minute series.

Hammer House of Horror. 13  rt 60-minute series.

Man in a Suitcase 39 rt 59—minute series.

The Persuaders {shown on ABC in the USA). 24 rt Ell—minute series.

The I'rlsorter (shown on CBS in the USA}- 11" rt fill-minute series.

The l’rotectofi. 52 rt 39-minute series.

Randall & Hopldrlt (Deceased). 25 rt fill-minute series.

Return of The Saint (shown on CBS in the USA]. 24 rt 69-minute series.

The Adventures of Robin Hood [shown on CBS in the USA]. 143 rt 39-minute
senes.

The 'Saint (shown on NBC in the USA}. 114 rt Ell—minute series. -

The Adventtu'es of Sir Lancelot [shown on NBC :11 the USA). 3!] rt 30 rrrinute
series.

Space 1999. 43 rt 69—minute series.

Thriller. 43 rt 5-minute films.

William Tell. 39 a 39-minute series.

Thunderbirds. 32 It 39—minute series.
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For all this enterprise, iTC (incorporated Television Company] does not appear
to have had any.r visibie success in selling these programmes again. The chances look
even slimmer now because the [TC (Independent Teievision Commission} has
decided that from 1993 non-European producers can provide up to 49 per cent of theI'I'V schedule. Whether this will come to pass remains to be seen: the latest word is
that Equity, the actors' union, may put an end to showing the British-made shows.

0n the other hand it looks as it" [TC (you guess which one I mean!) is nova.rseflous about ticensing their back catalogue for release on sell-through home video.
We shall see!

Sam Goldwyn said: 'I won’t believe in colour TV until I see it in black and whito.‘ InI953 the BBC was proving the point, as this photo taken by Dicky Hewett shows. The
only people who saw these transmissions in colour were the fortunate few who were
supplied experimentai sets fitted with large round tubes and decoders for the British
variant of NTSC. It is understood that an amateur in the High Wycombe area
successfully built his  own colour TV set for this system. Do any' of these NTSC sets
smire?
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The following article starts a new line of direction in 405 Alive and l hope it will tum
into a series ol‘compdny histories. i would be delighted to hear li'om anyone else who
can write slmllw' wrlcles. JAE}

The first regional [TV company:

SCOTTISH TELEVISION
- THE PIONEERING YEARS
by Frank Mitchell

Scottish Television was the fifth i’i'il company to come on the air (sixth if you count
lTN}. Unlike the previous four, Associated Reditfusion, ATV, ABC and Granada, it was
not intended as a network programme-matter by the ITA and it was thus the first
regional l'W company.

Since all the existing companies were losing money heavily and no-one had any
experience of a smaller regional company, it is not surprising that there were not many
interested in holding the franchise for Central Scotland. Roy Thompson, a Canadian
newspaper owner, who had recently bought the Scotsman, Weekly Scotsman and
Edinburgh Evening Dispatch, was the boss of the company which became the
programme contractor. Almost alone, he had real confidence in the future of regional
television.

Controller of programmes Rai Purdy and a few others were also Canadians and
they had to set up the new station from scratch. They recruited a tremendous team of
writers, producers and teclmicians, mainly from the Scottish theatre, and trained them,

- setting up the studios in the Theatre Royal, an old variety theatre in  downtown
Cowcaddens at the top of Hope Street in Glasgow.

The opening night was 315i August 195? and the first programme was a
spectacular This is Scotland, starring amongst others Jack Buchanan, Stanley Baxter,
Kenneth McKellar, Geraldo and his flrchestra and introduced by James Robertson
Justice. There was a real sense of occasion and i remember watching the programme
at‘St Cuthbert's Co-op in Edinburgh, where quite a crowd had gathered. There were of
course very few Band Ill sets available at that time, but the programmes really took off
and sales of new sets soared.

The theme of the programmes as directed by Thomson and. Purdy was
essentially regional. Scottish television’s prograrrunes of this era, with one possible
exception, were produced solely for the people of Central Scotland and particularly for
Glasgow. The main programmes were:

1. The One o’CIocl: Gang _
A hmch—time variety prograrm'he based on the Canadian fine
o'Clock Club but flavoured with the traditions of Scottish variety

‘2. r11 BuyThai
Another Canadian idea but this time a panel game.
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3. Scotsport
Sport, espMally football, is an important part of the life of most
Scots and it has been prominent in Scottish Television schedules
since day one.

4. Jigfirne
A progranune of traditional Scottish country dancing.

5. This Wonderful World
Presented by John Grierson, this was S'W's only serious
programme and was the only one networked regularly
(documentary films).

When the programmes became so popular the advertisers flocked in too - and
so did the money! S'l'i!r had been started on good terms for transmitter rental, good
terms for the supply of network programmes and not too rigorous a commitment to
producing serious prograrmnes. Furthermore the firm was known for not paying too
high wages ~ certainly not as high as the English companies - and all this led to
Thompson's famous off—the-cuff remark that SW was a "licence to print monef'. These
days were alas not to last too long!

After a few years Purdy returned to Canada, and Gerry Le Grove was appointed
programme controller. Most of the earlier programmes were continued and in addition
a news magazine Here and New (along the lines of 3305 Tonight) and Francie and
Josie {a spectacularly successful comedy series] were introduced.

Towards the end of 1964, Lord Hill, chairman of the ITA, visited the studios to
see The One o'Clock Gang. He didn't like it and didn’t understand why the company's
programming was so popular. Within a few months Le Grove had resigned and all the
earlier programmes except Scotsport and the epilogue had been dropped. The
company engaged Francis Essex from ATV as the new controller but the new
programmes such as Theatre Royal, a sort of Palladium variety show, did not capture
the same cozy comfort. The pioneering spirit was gone.

The orchestra in the opening show was Geraldo's and the station's theme tune
for many years [up till the extension of Til-am to 9.25 am) was Scotlandirr, played by
Geraldo and his orchestra. Geraldo never appeared on any other S'i'luIlr programme. Roy
Thompson was concerned that he was paying the orchestra, yet at any time only half
of its players were actually playing!

Since nearly all of the early shows were live, very few recordings exist. Some
parts of the first broadcast survive together with parts of  Jigtime, but as far as I know,
only part of one edition of The One o’ clock Gang {that for Slst August 1962, when a
celebration party for the station's fifth birthday was held).

S'l‘if's first symbol was a lion rampant in a television screen-shaped surround.
This was incorporated in an animated station ident “Scottish Television - Channd 10".
The original clock was a standard type with no identification. Later the "four squares“
symbol came to be used and this was incorporated into a clock. Since the clock was
then offset from the centre of the screen, this gave rise to parallax effects and the clock
frequently appeared to give the wrong time! This lasted for years until 1965 when a
new clock in the centre of the screen with “Scottish" above and “Television" below
was adopted.
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When Francis Essex came, a new station symbol of  -a tumbling lion in a square
box, accompanied by a drum roll1r was used. This. like the new programmes, was not
popular; in fact it was considered an insult to Scotland's national emblem, so it was
promptly dropped and the lion zoomed into view instead of tmnbling!

CAPTIOHS to the off-screen pictures following:

I .  Drjohn Grierson. presenter olr 'Tl'fis Wondaful World". The "clouds" in the "window” actually
med!

2. jack Buchanan arrives for the opening night special "This is Scotland". This was jack Buchanan's
last performance: he died shortly afterwards.

3. Crowds outside the studio waiting to get in and see the l‘(Ilne o' Clock Gang". Schoold'aildren
were not allowed in during term-time, to avoid mass truancy!

4. 'One o' Cloclang’ in a schoolroom comedy sketch.

5. Pye camera with lens turret: operating this must have been tough work!

6. Hogmarly show I95}r with the Glasgow Phoenix choir, with caption of the period.

IS‘l'ctrolroorninthelatefiffies. '
3-. Ludovic Kmaedyreadsfi'tei'l'l‘ul newsfromGlasgowonti'le opening night 3-lstAug-ust I957.

9. I'I'ATestCard D. {Photo taken in I964)”

10. Flancie and josie, a phenomenaly success“ situation comedy series.

ll.5tationdockofti1eearly IQEDsunm'ToIn'smareHdeMSince the clock spindlewasnoton
thecameracentteheandthehandsweresomedismncefromthefaceofthedoclgaparalax
errorcreptin.{Phototakenin I964}.

Photo 6 was token—from ‘1! Grid New Year" repeat transmitted l .  L31 The others [except—9 and H]
are fiom "What's on Clumrel Ten. Hen!"II Unmodified in I931 '_
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WOLVERTON_
S‘ll‘i'tfltplltlE’ET‘IIE

Sunday July 7th

4% save, in coniunction with the TsLecouuumcnnoits HERITAGE GRGUP, will beholding its big swapnieet from it} am to 5 pm on SUNDAY. i'th .IUL‘Er 139] and everyone
is most welcome to attend.

The VENUE is the Milton Keynes Museum of  industry and Rural Life, located in
the old town of Wotverton, Bucks, about 50 miles north of London. Wehrerton is closeto the as and Ml roads and also has a station with an hourly service on Sundays fromEuston. The museum is housed in a large old farm and that means we have loads of
room. Mso, it's a fascinating place with a big display of  telephone, radio and television
equipment, old farm appliances, street signs, shop interiors and household effects ofthe past. Absolutely nobody could find this place boring! And on the date in questionthere will be a special railway interest day. with showings of the Wolverton 8: Stony
Stratford steam tram video. in other words. loads to see and do!

Limited refreshment facilities will be provided but the catering volunteers my beoverwhelmed with all the visitors. Why not bring a picnic?

There is no need to book in advance unless you are a stall holder. Everyonemust pay the museum's normal entrance charge {32 adults, £1.25 children andconcessions). The swapnreet itself will be a 1"car boot sale" in a reserved area of openspace and we suggest to stall holders that you bring your own groundcloth or pastetable. You may not need them, since the museum may make available a number oftables and hopefully a new barn will be finished by then, enabling us to put everythingunder cover. If so, that will make things easier but we cannot bank on it just yet. Let'shope for good weaflter anyway!

Please turn overleaf for location maps and a hoofing form for stalls. Becauseplaces are limited, stall holders are asked to confine their wares to items directlyrelevant to television: there isn't room for radio in gen



LOCATION MAPS

The museum, shown as Staceyr Hill on the map, is in Wolverton, about 3E4 mile
south of the railway station. Visitors coming by car use the car park on the south
side of the site in Miller's Way, marked H2 on the plan. Visitors on foot and stall
holders should approach the site from the north (Southern Way).

:1: Lit-f". . . «en-if»: , e~<—,:.~,, .- - . ,

5111'“ I
1 sun: E5

BOOKING FORM

WOLVERTON SWAPMEET
Sunday 7th july l99 |

Please write clearly in BLOCK ChFlTflLS

NAME

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE {STD code] {nmnber}

Please reserve me one space subject to room hehg available I enclose a cheque for £4 made out
to ANDREW EMMERSON and a stamped addressed envelope for the return of my ticket or. if
unsuccessful, my cheque.

Return completed form to Andrew Emmerson, T l  Faicutt We}, Northampton, NN1
BFH. Telephone 9604.844 [30 ,  fax 0604-82 I641 Please book as earlyI as possible but
note that correspondence will be subiect to delay during the second half of April.
Normal service should be resumed by the second week of May!

Stall holders {only} should come to the Southern Way entrance, not the visitors’ car park. Please
aim to arrive around 9 am and set up ready for the opening at In em



THE TV DINKY SUPERTOYS
byAmlyEmmerson

No, this magazine is not turning into a general collectibles journal-but i lmmv a number
of 405 Alivers collect these attractive die-cast toys of a childhood long ago. Well, long
ago is a subjective statement let’s just say of the 19605.

The models are amorg the most accurate and highly detailed of those releasedin this period [made from 1959 to 1964) and they are far too good to be called toys.
Unfortunately this was reflected in their price; they were well beyond the range of the
average youngster's pocket money (mine anyway) and were the sort of thing you
might get as a special present at Christmas or on your birthday. Prices today are iust as
high and at swapmeets the going price seems to be around 5:90 for items in pristine
condition (about half that for battered specimens and about half as much again if with
their original boxes}. They were beautifully finished in the correct liveries with
accurate lettering and badges.

Released first {but not simultaneously} were no. 96?  ivlohiie Control Room, no.
953 Roving Eye Vehicle and no. 959 Extending Mast Vehicle, all in BBC dark green and
grey. The Roving Eye had a cameraman with camera mounted on the root, also a UHF
antenna for the short-range (FM-11’} links sometimes used on outside broadcasts. The
Extending Mast Vehicle had a mast rather like a fire escapeI with a microwave dish on
the top.

MAY 1959

run mun
PLEASURE!
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Meccano Ltd paid a lot of attention to detail on these models, giving them clear
glazed  windows for the  cabs and green opaque ones  i n  the body.  The  BBC's
Engineering and Transport Department provided the information for these.

Issued later were the DB vehicles of ABC Television. Apart from the gaudier grey
and blue colour scheme, these seem less satisfying since there were only two of them
and I suspect they were less accurate. The scanner van (no. 93? Control Room] now
has an associated camera and cameraman attached by two cables - no problem there
- but  the roving eye vehicle now has the microwave dish on top where its BBC
counterpart had a cameraman and there is hence no extending mast vehicle. Its
official title is no. 933 Transmitter Van.

French Dinky Toys had a grey-red Citroen D319 estate car with roof-mounted
camieraman in Radio-Tele Luxembourg livery (no. 1404). Finally, and not so much of
TV interest, there was a F i a t  2300  estate car  i n  Pathé News livery; th is  had a
cameraman and tripod-mounted camera standing on the roof. This model was no. 281
Pathé News Camera Car.

Finding these models nowadays is not too difficult: apart from specialist shops
who deal in second—hand models, your best bet is the collectors’ swapmeets held
periodically around the country (see your local paper, Exchange {1&d or the model
collectors’ magazines). The microwave dishes and other "fiddly“ bits are often missing
but I understand replicas can be obtained from Model Road & Rail, 44 Central Road,
Worcester Park, Surrey, KT4 SH‘r’ {DB} -330 1 18?, closed Wednesdays}. Their price list
costs '35]:’ Past-Paid- IULY 1959

0" TH E SPDTfer telecasting
with his 8.3.3. I f  fissile Bastrsl  Rssm

' mmsurimvsumlfl  7"

new nouur eon-rural. anon
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THE TELEVISION SERIES
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THE TEST Gilli) GIRGLE was off icial ly horn out o f  the
first ever convention for t e s t  card enthusiasts helfi
at Leominster, Herefordshire in  March th i s  year.
Then we  were a group o f  arounfi 3U members  keen  to  preserve
in  the history hooks the art-fem o f  the t e s t  card and
i t s  accompanying music ,  along wi th  serv ice  information,
trade t e s t  colour f i lms ,  and. the days o f  commercial djiscs
useti f or  Independent Television. -=

Thanks to  the marvellous media coverage we have had th i s
year the group i s  growing rapitlly and. now boasts  over
50 members all over Britain. -

' There i s  a magazine publ i shed three t imes a year and a
spec ia l  supplement recording events at our annual conventitn-

The subscr ipt ion  for 1991  wi l l  he 5: B .oo  giving you full  membership,  three 50 pagedmagazines {appro1 . } ,  de ta i l s  o f  local roadshous and. much much more .
In  short, i f  you have ever  been fascinated by t e l ev i s ion  trade test  transmissionsthen th i s  i s  the group for you.
If  you would._1ike more information about THE TEST CARI} CIRCLE please write toStuart B .  Eentgomery, 2 Henderson Row, Edinburgh EH3 5315.
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TELETALK
by Malcolm Burrell

VALVE HEATERS

Don't  be misled! It was once common for the D-l-Y enthusiast to call at the corner
radio store clutching an old, dusty EHT rectifier valve. Hours later, he would return
complaining that he still had "no picture" and the replacement valve he’d purchased
"didn’t light-up either"i .  inmost  instances the heaters of  EHT rectifier valves were
powered from a separate winding (about one to live turns of high voltage cable) about
the primary of the line output transformer. Thus almost any line output fault could
affect its heater supply, resulting in it being frequently unlit under fault conditions.

HT PROBLEMS?

A lot of problems such as low width, insufficient frame amplitude, low gain etc. can be
due to low HT. Always ensure this potential is within the manufacturer‘s prescribed
limits. 1valve rectifiers {e.g.  P‘r’32, PTSI ,  PY32, PY33] can become low-emission.
Where possible use an original type replacement.

Contact-cooled and air-cooled {finned} selenium rectifiers also deteriorate.
These were also prone to short circuits (with obnoxious fumesl]. A modern solid-state
device can be used but fit a 2i} - 30 Watts surge limiter of between 25 and 50 ohms -
selected to retain the specified HT potential. Failure to do so will invariably strain
elderly electrolytics and probably ruin the line output transformer! ’

A low capacity o r  DEC reservoir capacitor  can a l so  cause low HT.  With
asynchronous transmissions some "hum" will probably be apparent on the image.

POINT OF INTEREST

Before standards conversion, most 465 line partsrriissions employed mains-locked sync
pulses. A frequent cause of frame cramping was a low smoothing capacitor. One
possible cure was to reverse the mains input connection so that the HT supply was
provided from the altemative phase of the mains! Of course there are other causes of

:“frame cramping, e.g. leaky feedback or coupling capacitors or (very common) an DEC
‘ cathode by-pass capacitor. 1 . '
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TAYLOR-HOBSON’S CHOICE AGAIN
by Dicky Hewett

Issue 6 of  495 Alive featured my article and photograph concerning that strange-
looking BBC "Folded zoom" prototype bfw camera. To recap, the camera [a Marconi
Mk 3] was re-designed in an attempt to reduce the unwieidy length of cameras that
were operating (circa 1969} with "add-on" zoom lenses. In the prototype the image-
tube and zoom lens were ptaced alongside each other, with the image tube facing
backwards and the lens connected by angled mirrors, reflecting the scene. A neat
arrangement that was utilised in the compact colour cameras of the iate 19605.

Recen t ly ,  I rece ived  a copy of the actual  BBC repor t  on  t he  operating
experience of this camera. This report was compiled by BBC Outside Broadcasts i n
1951. It is reproduced here in full for your edification.

REPORT ON PROTOTYPE ZOOM CAMERA. ( l  D! H6! .}

The prototype zoom camera has  now compieted its first trials and has  been used on about
twenty occasions on widely differing types of Outside Broadcast. During this time the lens and its
associated med'lanisrn has given no trouble and only one major electrical fault developed.

In the main, this camera has been accepted with far more enthusiasm than is normaily the
case with new equipment. especially on the engineering side and has proved very satisfactory on
most occasions. Thus if the following appraisal seems hypercritical it is only given in the troupe that
this equipment, which is already regarded as almost essential to many O.B.'s, can be further
improved.

Criticisms of lens and associated mechanism:

All controls have to be operated with the right hand.
Focus control ratio very coarse.
Zoom control ratio is somewhat coarse.
A combined zoom and focus control is used and this is not removable and therefore
vulnerable.
It is difficuit to determine which zoom range is in use. -
The control handle is high for comfortable operation.
There is little protection for the front elements in transit.
Detents for the ter wheels are not sufficiently positive.
There is insufficient dust protection for liters and mirrors.
Use of the wide angle supplementary lens reduces transmission factor of system.
Friction coupling between iris motor and iris Sim oc'casionaly and motor also over-tons
after disconnection of supply.

“9
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Criticism of camera: _

Camera is both bulky and heavy.
Camera is not weatherproof.
Position ofhandles makes carryi'lgti'iroughadou'wayorarly narrowlsassage difficult.
Camera cable entry is too far forward.
Thereisnoremotehticafionoflatsaperture.
The viewfmder is not adjustable in position.
Camerascan controls are inaccessiale.F
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B. The cue IIghtdomeIsfragIleandnotprotected.
9. The procedure for changing the camera tube or removing the head amplil'er necessitates

f‘s-st removing the mirrors.

In order to meet some of these and other criticism the following modifications have been
carried out at Wembley.

l A mechanical stop was altered to allow lens to open up to fill on 4"—20" range.
1. Normal scan tmskwas fitted {as delivered an undersize mask, approx. 40mm diagonal

was used resulti'Ig'a'I attbebeingunclerscamed}.
3. A plate was made to cover the afocal attad1ment for transit.
4. A short lens hood was made this was as much to protect the front element from dust

and rain as to protect it from unwanted light.
5 The cuefightbulbsocltetwasloweredsotl'IataflatrnetalplateooIfldbeused instead of

the red cue light dome.
IEI Larger fiameter handes were fitted for greater ease of canying.
3' The circuit for varying field mesh potential was altered so that this control had little effect

on beam focus.
3 The resistor for sampling a line sawtooth for setting C.C.U. gain was reduced from

ZTflfl to 549. The tube output is now required to be —6dl:i to produce a standard video
waveform.

9. Resistance values were changed to allow maximum ofp to be reached using the mufiplier
fouls control.

On the credit side the zoom camera has many obvious advantages especially from a
production point ofview and some of'the less obvious are lated below:

I .  Both the optical wipe andtherangedwangeswitdi onthebasic zoom lens have been
used with the camera in transmission. on some occasions with the obvious intention of
tryingtoobtaina lfl to  I zoomrange.

2. Since the overall length of the lens—camera combination has been much reduced and the
balanceisgood,tl1ecameraisnmchmoreeasilymanoeuvredtl1an astandardcameraplus
zoom lens.

3. The minimum focusing mice of 2'6" enables captions to be reproduced from only a
small camera rostnan.

4. WldimelaaatWobiecmcanbeidenfi‘mmecamermnthenswitclmgtoflie "—20"
_ range for o'ansmisia'on.
5. Widi an integaliensmeproflemofcondensafimonhtemallenssurfacesmay well be

lessened

Finally the following muons are offered to improve the performance and ease of‘
operation of the zoom camera:

I .  kmoddmeetaitherelevantclaussofWflo.
2. ltdiouldbeas|®tandascompactaspossbleforeaseofcanyingandngingThismight

bet he adieved bysplittingfl-Iecameraintotwosections (deco-aria and optical plus
yoke}withplugandsodtacomecthnsbetwwnthesections.

3. wate'dmtardsoaylightprotecfimmelanfmflfltersysmmdimidbemenfity
althoughitisreal‘aeddsatm‘awoddinu'oduceoneexuapieceofglass

ll. Bodteleokorkabdusshmddnehmifieflstmuflbecapableofbeingrephced 'nthe
camera carcase somatbotheiectroricandopficalfaltsowld be cleared. Additia'ialy
the pmblan ofpravimnofspareswwldbelessenediftlubasic zoom lens, when so
removed.cotldbecomeltedtoaslandardum‘etmounfingtype.
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5. Camera tLbevoke shouldbemovable to faciitate tube changing.
6 Separatemdrunovablezomnmflfounoufirdsa'ereqtiedcomeriendyplacedfor

operation. Sugested control ratios are. zoom 2'25 turns endtoendJocusZturns, bmh
widtsuitablelaws. Atwospeedzoomoontrolboxwouldbeanaddedadvantage.

T. nednughgideallydufldbeacmmplfiudusigomcmkol.pomibfirebcnialmd
preferably positioned wid1.orcioseto. either zoom or focus controLAvisual hdicationof
range given. possibly by using the lenscuelights in the viewfinder. An indication of
horizontal angle woLid alsobeanadvantage. Howeverfurthadtought must be given
bothtolavout ofcontrols and methodofoperation.

8. Bodtafrontlenscoverandalenshoodarereqfi-ed.

In conclusion the zoom camera has made a considerable impact on 0.B.'s and is regarded
asavaluableproductiontooL Theeflendedfocalrangewithdiminishedoveralsteareohviom
advantages. while ease of operation has brought favourable comment from cameraman.
However there are still basic limitations which prevent the camera being universally adopted,
First, the minimu'n focal length is limited to 2" while a turret camera can accommodate a 35mm
lens and secondly the maximum aperture is Enited to fill whereas fitted lenses in the range of lid"
to 5" can be $2.3 or better. Apart from these points there is no doubt that this iensi'carnera
combination represents a step forward. especially as far as O.B.'s are concerned.

THE MYSTERY 0F CHANNEL 14
byAndyfinmerson

A number of publications,'including the 196? World Radio dis WHondbook, list a UK
channel lfgfllt seems pretty clear that channel 14  was never used - but what was it
intended .

It certainly appeared on some Til sets. I am told the Bush W53 and W55 had
channel 14 on their tuners. I have a dual-standard W tuner {in a Motion Electronics
unit} with channel 14 engraved on it, so there is a clear indication that channel 14
might have been used. But I am pretty certain it was not.

i wonder if someone can clear up what channel 14 was intended for. Clearly' the
bulk of 405 line 'l'iis, with their 13 {or even 12) channel turret tuners would have been
unable to pick up any transmissions on channel 14, yet there must have been some
intention that 14 might have been-used. _

Do you know what purpose it might have served? The 8305 Engineering
Information department has no idea. {Zine suggestion is that it was for a third network,
but we reallyr need a definitive answer!

Incidentally, some much earlier sets, e.g. the HEW 1?“ model 1324 of 1954.55,
had 14 position incremental tuners but in these cases position 14 was "droid";possiblyr
to switch to a separate UHF tuner later.
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441 ALIVE: GERMAN TRANSMISSIONS
IN PARIS 1943-44: A POSTSCRIPT
byMJanot
Reprinted with acknowledgement from the Journal des Rndr'optrr'les Francais. The
writer was responding to a previous article by Gunthord Krona.

He [the author of the earlier article] said that Hit] or 200 German TV receivers {by
Telefunken and Loewe} were transported from Berlin to Paris. The Gramont factory
made some replicas as well. Sadly for our pride, and to reestablish historical fact, the
Compagnie du Compteurs {CdC} furnished the German army with at least a hundred
l?  or Ill-valve receivers of which all internal parts [except the 4613 valves and some
minor materials] were made by CdC.

The 36cm diameter tube was made by CdC as were the power transformer, the
deflection coils, the blocking transformer, various coils, the cabinet (I know, I was the
designer] and the chassis {I know, i was the designer}. The circuit was by Paul Mandel,
a Hungarian .Iew from Berlin Polytechnic who was picked it by the police and
rediscovered at Drancy {moved out by the Germans themselves . He was a political
refugee and his parents had been massacred by the Germans in {i} 1913.

The author makes no mention {perhaps from ignorance, I hope} of the major
role played by the French television industry at that time in  civil and military
equipment. We were working with 1015 lines, rather different from 451 lines! .

PS: I was extremely involved with the W receivers since under the leadership of
Paul Mandel I built from A to Z the receiver destined for the German army, 1 was
entrusted with designing the cabinet, with the supervision and checking the
production of the sets, with the installation of them on site and with the after-sales
service and repairs.

441 ALIVE: AU REVOIR 441 LIGNES
by Andy Emmerson

A marriage (of love or convenience?) between technology, politics and art is the
recurring theme underlying the entire history of television in France, some of whose
early landmarks are noted below. '

0n  the occasion of the International Exhibition of 1937  in  Paris, a new
transmitter came into service at the Eiffel Tower and a television studio was set- up in
the Radio Pavilion at the Exhibition This incorporated the first French equipment for
what was then regarded as " high—definition“ television, with 455 lines, and pictures
were displayed on a one square metre screen. In the provinces, meanwhiie,
demonstrations were organised with a [Ell-line system in Dijon with others following in
Limoges in 1933 and Lille and Lyon in 1939.

On lst  July 1938, the bold step was taken of fixing a television transmission
standard with 455 lines, intended to remain in force for the next three years. Daily
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broadcasts were made from the  Eiffel Tower i n  the  455  l i ne  standard,  with atransmitter that was to remain in service until 1956. One of the first major programmeswas coverage of a visit from 13th to 22nd July by the British sovereigns, and four publicviewing rooms were built for the event. Public interest was growing, and about this
time "amateru" reoeivers were available; these had circular screens of lfi—cm diameterand they could receive the Eiffel Tower transmissions at distances up to 39 km. Thefollowing year the transmitter power was increased to 39  kW {peak}, but with theoutbreak of war in September 1939 the French television service closed for theduration.

All television activity did not cease, however, and despite the precarious anddifficult conditions, research and testing continued with systems having 899 and l2flfl-line scanning. Also during the war years, the Radiodiffusion Nationale began trainingspecialist broadcast engineers who, when peace was restored, were to be responsiblefor installing television broadcasting facilities.

On i s t  October l9dd, just a few weeks after the liberation of Paris, broadcastswere resumed on  a restricted basis .  Operations were based  at premises i n  rueCognacq Jay (a name familiar to anyone involved with French television, to the presentday) and transmissions were in the 441 line standard introduced by the occupyingforces. in subsequent years studies were made to improve the pre-war technology andtests were made with higher definition systems, leading on 20th November 1948 topublication of  the official test establishing the French television system using 319-line

This test also safeguarded the interests of viewers who already had receivers forthe 44l-line standard, by requiring transmissions in the latter standard to be continuedfor a limited period. Experimental transmissions in the 8 l 9-line standard began ingecember 1949, with a low-power transmitter installed, once again, at the Eiffelower.

.On the programming front, 1943 was notable for the first television newsbroadcast (29th June), and live coverage of the finish of the Tour de France {26th July]and of an international television conference in Paris. '

«Le 44] est mort, vive le 819i». Such sentiments were expressed in Francefollowing the announcement of the new 819 line standard for French television. Thiswas little comfort for viewers who had sets made for the 441 line programmes' from the original transmitter at the Eiffel Tower (NB: the transmitter was atthe foot of the tower, connected to the serials, latterly at  least, by waveguide). In fact 'they need not have worded (at the time at least) because the decree published in the«Journal Officielx- stated that 441 line transmimions would be maintained for ten years;it  did not say explicitly that they would finish then either, though the implication wasthat adequate 819 line sarvices wmfld be available.

Alas the prediction was not fulfilled, as disaster struck on 3rd January 1956. Aspectacular fire at the Eiffel Tower transmitter brought the old standard to an abruptand premature end. The transmitter which had twice been saved from destructionduring the war by German director Kurt Hinzmann against orders from Berlin hadfallen victim to an avoidable fate. Viewers with a 441 line receiverwere given 'aid to buyanewfli9 line set
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TECHNICAL SUMMARYr (as at 1952]

Channel no.: Special.
Frequencies, vision: tlfiflfl MHz, sound: 42.09 MHz.
Name of the station: Paris 441.
Power, vision: 25 kw, sound: 5 kW.
Polarisation: vertical.

The service area was drawn as a circle around Paris, not quite reaching Amiens and
Rouen.

[This article draws heavily on material uaftten by M. B. Pouchon in the December I .936
issue of the EBU Technical Reuters and other sources]

441 ALIVE: VORSPRUNG
DURCH TELEVISION
by Andy Emmerson

The  Germans  always ge t  t o  the beach  first ,  o r  so  we were  told in a t e lev i s ion
commercial. And so too it seems in televisions technology - but l’m going too fast

During the recent 0q 1lt'v'ar we learned that the Maverick missiles used by the
Americans were equipped with TV guidance systems for guiding the missiles in the
final moments of  attack. The optical system enables the missile to lock onto its target,
working in concert with a gyro stabil iser,  while a data transmission unit  allows
communication between the launch aircraft and the missile. Al high-tech and pretty
amazing stuff.

But 41 years ago American readers already learned that the Germans had
already'been deploying this kind of  teclmology during the second world war. Naturally,

' the level of  sophistication was not the same and the limitations of  valve technology
and component sizes were also not in the Germans‘ favour. All the same, they very
nearly perfected the technology, as this extract from Radio-Television of January 1950
shows. F or a more detailed article on German Wacontrolled missiles, with illustrations,
see  Wireless World, February 1983  [Pioneers o f  UHF Television by Andrew
Emmerson, pp fi2tt33}. Or send me a large stamped addressed envelope with a loose
first class stamp'to cover photocopying costs.
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TV-GUIDED WAR MISSILE h
ATELE?ISI{}N device very neariy

resemhiing the human eye was
built into a German guided missile. the
Technical. Data  Digest {IL 5. Air
Forces magazine} reported in its issue
of May 15. 19:19. This television device
had an eye that could move. a retina
Iiconoscope} on which the image was
impressed. a system which selected
wanted signals and used them. while
rejecting unwanted ones. in  a manner
simiiar to the human brain. and elec-
tric nerves to the steering engine, which
played the part of  muscles.

Heart of the equipment is  an item-
srope. which is scanned in a spiral. The
spiral starts a t  the outside. and when
it has reached the "dead area” near the
center snaps hack to the outside again.
being blanked out during the retrace.
(Fig. l l  The object a t  which the missile
is aimed is centered in the “dead spot."
While i t  remains there. the missile
moves directly toward it. If part of  i t
projects into the sensitive area. it cre-
ates a pulse which turns the missile
slightiy toward that quadrant. thus
tending to bring the object back toward
the center o f  the screen. The sensitive
area is  a narrow ring. 1which mercases
in size automatically as the missile gets
nearer the target and therefore sees a
bigger image of it. This  ring-shaped
sensitive area i s  a valuable aid in keep-
ing the missile sighted on its proper ob—
jective. rather than other images.

In smaller missiles. the vrhole missile
JAHUAIT.  [1'56
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is  moved to keep the image in the center
of the screen. In larger ones. i t  was

.‘I-
'I'lllf I I I II- awn-.fi'il 1'I'IHIIII" IIl

. ,  II! [III _ Hi}  i' h|||!.::“

I» .I l l  II 1" III “ I

M513“ “NEW THE “EINSTEIN
Immune murmurs“.

Fig. l—lconoseope is scanned spirally.

found better to use a movable mirror
{see Fig. 2 }  on account of its small
inertia. Then the mirror foliows the
target immediately. and the missile is
brought around with a slight time lag,
much like the action o f  the eye and body
of a baseball player foiiowing a fly.
_ The motors permit steering in four
quadrants: up. down. left, and right.
If the target mom diagonally. it will
first appear in one of the quadrants,
then in  the adjoining one, and the mis-
sile will first move Iffor example} to the
right and up. to bring it back to center.

To sight the projectile, the pilot can--
ters the image of the target on the
scream or in the mirror and switches

on the automatic steering device. The
missile's own computers take over from
there and make all the necessary ad—
justments to keep i t  moving directly
toward the target while the range i s
decreasing and possibly other disturb-
ing  objects are moving across its fie ld
of  vision.

The photograph shows the smaller o f
two models which were completed just
before the end o f  the war. but never
put into action. About 3 feet long and
‘1 inches in  diameter, i t  weighed ap-
proximately 12  pounds. Expected range
was 2-4 miles. depending on the target
site. The bombs were chiefly intended
for aircraft use. to he launched from
a position under the wings o f  the carry-
ing  craft after the pilot had sighted
them on the taget and set the automatic
steering device.

Fig. E—Mgemen: of eoinponenls.
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A POTTED HISTORY OF THE TEST CARD
byPeterBowgefl
Since they were first devised, BBC test cards have bem identified either by a number
or a letter. Two varieties of  test cards have been employed by the BBC. One set has
been used for Trade Test Transmissions and other purposes, whilst the other has been
used for Engineering Tests only. This article will deal with the Trade Test Cards, and it
you a r e  in teres ted  i n  t he  Engineering tes t  cards,  I can recommend the BBC
Engineering Monograph No. 21, 1958. Although out of print, a copy is held by the British
Library at Boston Spa. You will need to apply to your local library to borrow this copy.

Engineering Test Cards were identified by numbers, and the Trade Test Cards by
letters. Despite all attempts to keep the two sets apart, Test Cards D, E and F were
given numbers from the engineering section, namely 54,  55 and 5? respectively. But
we begin with Test Card A. "A" was a simple black on white pattem with no greys at alL
it had tests for resolution, low frequency response and a circle for rough geometry.
test Card B was a variant of  A, insomuch as it was A with two modifications. The first
being the  "letterborr" and resolution tests were placed in different posit ions;  and
secondly an llford panchromatic response chart was added under the circle where the
letter A had been. it  is generally held that neitherf-t or B were transmitted, but one
source states that A was radiated regularly from a transmitter in Scotland. This was
presumably in place of the cruciform pattern radiated fromtondon.

The Television Service restarted, after the war, in 1946. As a result of the new
knowledge acquired during the war, and the large number of sets being purchased, a
form of signal was needed to assist the T'lftrade to set up and service the sets, and to
test the cameras. The BBC in conjunction with BREMA devised Test Card C i n  194?,
and this was introduced in a hand-drawn form in January 1948. Compared with later
versions, in my opinion, this original C looks amateurish and ugly. This version of C
lasted about two years.  I n  1959  a tidied up version of  C was introduced, which
appears to have been photographically produced. Indeed it would appear that all Test
Cards from this time onwards were so produced until the electronic patients were
devised in l9i'2.

The changes in Test Card C were in the resolution bars, the "letterbort", the-
contrast wedge and the background grid. This version lasted unfit 1958, but had the
legend BBC added in 1955 when the first commercial station began.

The final version of  "C" was introduced in 1953 and was used until 1964.  The
changes this time were to tie contrast wedge and frequency bars, as well as tie legend
being adiusted. Arrows were also added to the border casteltalions.

On April 29th 1964, Test Card C was due to be laidto rest, in favour of
Test Cards D and E. The former for BBC 1,  and the latter for BBC 2.  Due to unforeseen
circumstances, Test Card C got a new lease of life, and remained in regular service on
BBC 2 until Test Card F was introduced on December 2nd 195?.

From January 1948 until April 19th 1964, Test Card C was radiated by the BBC
Television Service. From April 29th 1964 until December lst 195?, it was given a new
lease of life that was a little unexpected. Test Card E was introduced on the morni
ot' AIMEE 9th 1964, but was withdrawn permanently after half a day's use. Test Card
return .

A version had been made for preliminary engineering tests on the Crystal Palace
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transmitter in the run up to the launch of BBC 2, and this version was unique in thehistory of BBC Trade Test Cards in that it displayed the channel number {33). Again the
resolution tests were altered to allow for the extended bandwidth on the UHF standard
and another innovation was to show the frequencies of the tests in numerical form.The grey—scale and border arrows were also adjusted slightly.

A Test Card marked for one channel only was not a lot of good for network use
so another copy was made marked BBC 2 625 Lines. No changes were made and this
version of C ran until the introduction of l’ on 2nd December 1915?. One further version
of C was made, but not radiated nationally. The only change was that the numerical
values of  the resolution tests were removed. Two copies were marked up, one each
for BBC 1 and BBC 2.  These were used locally by transmitters i n  the run up tocommencement of  the 625 line senrice of BBC 1 ,  when engineering work required a-signal other than Test Card F.

To finalise this review of Test Card C, I will mention personal recollection of theuse of the  last  version of  C. When the Sudbury transmitter was being fitted up andtested for the introduction of  BBC 1, Test Card C and music was radiated from 2.30 toSilt] pm. on  several Sundays. This was for approximately six weeks in September,
October and November 1911]. When these tests were ran the usual national tapes were
played, but without the intenuptions of the tone.

I recall those particular tests with much affection, and I look forward to hearingfrom any readers who witnessed these tests, or any other tests of a similar nature. Doany of you out there  recal l  ever seeing C briefly during the pre-trade test warm-upwhen the pulse and bar and other tests were radiated prior to 9.00am?

To bring this first  article to a conclusion, a brief  look at the warm-up signalsradiated on 405 lines. Before Test Card C was introduced, only a cruciform pattemwas radiated until the tuning signal was shown prior to programmes beginning. Thiscruciform pattern was retained and used prior to transmissions of C which began atinfi l l  am. It is ironic perhaps, this cruciform pattern was electronically generated,when you consider that electronically generated test cards were not developed untilthe early seventies. '
in the second part of  this article we will look at Test Cards l), E, F and G. I dohope you will join me next time.

SUTTON COLDFIELD:
The first forty years
by George Bath, Transmitter Manager (Operations),
Sutton Coldfield '

assume assets... - . . . . . . . . s . . . .  him
With the opening of Sutton Coldfield on the 17th December, 1949, 465 line televisionon 1ir’l-lF Band I became available to six million viewers in the Midlands. The station wasdeclared open by the then Poshnaster-General, lulr Wilfred Paling, in the presence of
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the Director General, Sir William Haley, and the 1iit"ice-Chainnan of the BBC, Lady
Reading.

Although built primarily as a television station, the main building was extended
in 195?  to accommodate FM transmitters for the Home, Light and Third programmes.
And further changes were required to both the mast and the buildings before UHF 625
line teievision would starL

625-iine television begins

The first 625—1ine transmissions for the Midlands started on the 5th December 1964, on
BBC2. These were at reduced power, using a temporary aerial system which was
mounted on a 46 metre tower. To accommodate the UHF aerials on the original 229
metre mast, the VHF TU aerials had to be replaced by a new array, mounted below the
VHF radio aerials. This allowed the permanent UHF aerials to be mounted at the top
of the mast, protected by the familiar white glass-fibre cylinder. The new UHF aerial
was brought into service at full power [1 Danny ERP) on the 4th October 1965.

The next improvement was the introduction of colour transmissions to BBC2
[2nd December 196?) followed by the start of the BBC] UHF service, in colour,
on the 15th November 1969.

In the mid 19?fls, Gates ll‘r‘tl‘t'F 'v'HF transmitters were installed for local radio -
Radio Birmingham (now Radio WM] and Radio Derby. '

405-tine television ends

A period of stability remained at Sutton |Coldfield until 1931 when the original SflkW
405 line 'i'ir' transmitter was removed and replaced by two temporary STE 591'] watt
ones, working on a main and reserve basis.  These transmitters would continue in
service until the 495 tine transmissions ceased {which was in January 1935}.

Re—engineering for the Nineties

The original mast by now was over thirty years old and was not capable of carrying the
new mixed-polarised aeriats required for FM radio. A new mast was therefore built
alongside the original mast during 1983 and the FM and UHF transmissions transferred
to it.

The space vacated by the original EflkW 495 line transmitter was used to allow'
new Marian 1i«r'HF radio transmitters to be installed. After they had been commissioned,
the o td  STC radio equipment was removed, allowing new 1i«tartan UHF television-
transmitters to be fitted in their place.

This period of re-engineering and building refurbishment was completed in
December 1933.

As well as operating and maintaining the transmitters at Sutton Coldfietd itself,
the staff also maintain some 44 transmittin stations in the area, while the Sutton
Cotdfield Monitoring and information Centre 1C} 15 responsible for the monitoring of
160 transmitting stations within the Midlands and Northem [reland Area.

* Thanks are due to Phil Marrison at Sutton Coldfield for researching the historical
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A Noise That Annoys
We are and Io henfinghangaanfl fluids intheotudiosfluring a

Variety show, but lately we hare noticed strange humming and
clicking sonmls in the mom’ Studio while announcements are
bcing made. In thorn a. lift outside tile studio?—G. I}. GARRETT,
Essex.

No tiff, Mrofiamctt, bat an automatic camera if: the  5am studio. Switchcc
operated in thc Contfli Room can make it “took" in. any of thrcc directions.
To the left is a frame holding the small weathcr chart or a breakdown noticc. To
thc right is another from: hotd'iag the Iotcroat caption. Through a gap bchoccn
thcscframcs the model of Big Bcu or the tuning caption ctoch cat in: scan. Thc
Control Room operator cticks a switch and you can hear the mochaaism ofthc
cam charging its oicwfioint according to what you arc to sec. when the
anmccmcnt isfiuishctt.——-E¢titor.
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Erecfing the mast at Sutton Coldfield for what was the most powerful TV transnfitter in
the maid when it opened in 1949 {BBC photo].
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SERVICING IN THE SIX'I'IES
by Malcolm Burrell
itendedto movearoundagreatdealinmy ungerdays, having startedworkforPost
Office Telephones. as a Temporary Clerical £55m t. I almost fell asleep and took my
new driving licence to Visionhire, who gave me a job as an “improver” at their llford
branch. HerelhadanAngliavanandmainlydidinstallationsasfarafieldas Basildon,
where I frequently got lost most of the day. Although I'd become familiar with most
theory, I can remember the chuckles as I brought in a "dead" Philips l'GIilflU. I'd
been misled by the absence of BOTH sound and line. I hadn't realised that the audio
stage was f ' d  from the boost rail and the old timer, Bert, chuckled to himself as l
iiielliefingly gazed at the operating set after he'd quickly inserted a new PYBI boost

‘ ‘ e. '

Moving across the road to Derwent 'IV Rentals was like joining a “family". 1 had
an area stretching to Harlow and we had lots of very complex 625 line conversions
since Derwent had been a manufacturer and was prepared to indulge in an extra
transistorised IF panel, UHF tuner and line output transformer. Harlow had BEC2
distn'buted a Channel 5, though, butl amused the Service Manager, Stan, by frigging a
valve UHF tuner to feed its “IF“ output into the VHF aerial socket. I think I used a
Channel 2 coil biscuit in the turret tuner but in spite of the picture being fair, the
sidebands were reversed so there was little or no sound. I worked for Derwent twice
but was frequently heavily caned for using the Company minivan privately to take out
my girlfriend! ' _

‘ It was whilst at Derwent that] encountered one of the most evil reception spots
of the. period: Silvertown in the London Docklands. No matter what was done with
aerials, the pictures on all channels were a constantly changing mass of ghosting due
to crane movements! -

One of the most prevalent faults with sets, though, was due to noisy tuner
contacts in turret VHF tuners. Ideally they had to be individually cleaned and re-
tensioned if necessary, perhaps with a final application of silicon grease. Most
engineers hardly bothered and simply relied upon a squirt of switch cleaner and a
quick twirl of the knob. Sooner or later there was another call and you'd walk in to a
set with anything from matchsticks to cardboard cartons wedged behind the channel
selector. Itwas usuallyalways the Bandlll lTVstations thatwereaffectedmost.

TV manufacturers went through a hard time and as attempts were made to
make receivers more compact, so the heat generated by valves in addition to poor
quality components and plastic cabinets resulted in sets from which you’d cringe! Set—
top aerials were invariably a problem and aging Sobell portables were notorious for
instability, sound on vision or vision on sound. If  the 4H5 line system had been given '
inter-carrier'sound things would have been easier. Sets by Philips or Bush, however,
performed beautifully.

Most reception deficiencies wee, i think, due to the use of  VHF. Aerials were
too large to have a sufficient number of elmnents to be directional and were invariably
vertically polarised, Trees and hills did not have the absorption properties which are
pridentatUHFandthe proliferationofset-tophardwarecouiddo nojusticetomost

. se , _

Standards of servicing left something to he desired. We mourn the loss of the
comer 'lV dealer but some just couldn't keep up with technology and tried to solve all
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problems by tweaking l—i-‘s. Rental companies often overloaded their engineers, who
were always bent upon getting home early. The result was invariably “Christmas Tree“
mains droppers, unkept promises and noisy tuners. 0f course, some dealers with a
franchise to uphold were more discerning.

CONVERTER FORUM
News item Dam?! Boynes ...
Last time I wrote about the problem realising a single-chip 625 to 465 fine store unit
employing the Dallas 352911 FIFO chip. The IC has a common reset input for both
input and output address pointers. Last week I received three NBC uP041262 video
FIFGs from Famells. This chip could be the one we‘re looking for and has a really
impressive specification.

First of all it is cheap, secondly it has separate reset inputs for the write and read
address pointers. Other features are 25 nanosecond access time, up to 35MB: clock
rate and up to 1635 words with 6 bits wide store capability. if I can get one of these
chips to work as the primary line store unit there should be no difficulty producing a
combined main line store and interpolation store PCB. Remember these FIE-‘05 '
no address counters and the existin pulse generators can be employed with little
modification. IFIFU = first in, first outf.

NOTES AND QUERIES
GERMAN 441 LINE SYSTEM

Reading the specification of pre-war German receivers, l note that the maximum
picture resolution claimed was 2.5MHE and the official upper resolution limit was
2.9MH2. This is considerably less than the 441 line system was capable of providing.
Accepting that receiver technology was probably incapable of  displaying, say, 3.6MH2
def’mition, nonetheless, why did the German system select the higher line frequency?
Obviously it was supposed to be better, so why wasn’t it? Or did perhaps they hope to
achieve higher definition later? [AE]

THE WATCH-STRAP m

011 page '1' of the last issue we showed a picture of a BBC clock and asked if anyone
could say when it was used. Michael Corton of flerby rang up to say he thinks it was
from 1 964 to 1969.  Apparently the stripes either side of the clock looked like fabric
material and earned it the nickname “the watch-strap clock" at the Television Centre.
{32335: Hamer’s T—V Graphics Review, issue 2, states it came into use on 20th April

Around the same t ime, says Michael,  BBC-l  ceased the use of in.vision
continuity announcers. He thinks the watchstrap clock would probably have ended on
14th November 1969, the day before BBC-l went colour. BBC-2 presentation had been
off-screen from the outset in 1964 and by 1965 the BBC presumably felt that BBC-1
should follow: up unfit this time BBC-l presentation had been off-screen during the
day but in-vision during the evening.
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SYMBDIS FOR OHHS

Not exactly 11’, but this mayr be relevant to people who restore old radios and other
electronic equipment. A recent article in the American magazine Amateur Radio
Classified warns against misinterpreting symbols on circuit diagrams. Pre-war
Stromberg-Ca—rlson radios used at to signify one thousand, large omega ({1} tor
megohms and small omega (looks like a handwritten w) for ohms. Confusing. huh?
'lhus a resistor marked 5:: is really 5M, while one marked 5M would be 5K to us.

There is some logic to this: M (Latin mills) is used to denote 1,900 in other
trades such as printing, while small omega is often used as the ohms symbol in old
books on telephone practice. Stromberg—Carlson were rimarilv manufacturers'of
telephone equipment. so that may he the connection. [All]?

FEE-WAR TVs MADE AT HhYES

i must admit I have always been confused by similar-but-different the model numbers
given to pre-war TV receivers by Marconiphone and HM {apart from minor styling
differences the sets were identical and shared common service manuals). Steve Ostler
has loudly,r set out this table for us.

Marconi a . ' 1936-? models

TD! - Console9"dfv(magnified)TV+ radooniy
- 902 Cornsole9‘dfv{magnified)w+radio+gram

1'02 9m Console {2"nu’IWonty '
r03 - CortsoleEZ'mflTV-i-radio+gmm
NH 903 Console9“dfvTVonly
NS 900 Console I2 'mflW+'radio

addadl9334i

T06 9114 Table 5'3v + radio
TO? 905 Tabie T' dv  + radio
RIB [906) ComoIeIB'proiectionTV 4- radio
1'09 90? Console?”d!vTV + radio.

NOTE: dfir = direct vision. mfl = mirror lid.

on AND FEE-WAR VALUES

Steve adds that as a rule, you can multiply l938f9 prises by 30 to get an idea of today’s
value in terms of purchasing power. This would indicate that the cheapest HMV
television, the 5" model 904 (29 guineas) would cost over £900 in today's money, while
the top of the line model 932 at 126 guineas should reallyr be seen as 33'330. This puts
thirgs hiperspective and may explain'mpartwhv these sets are sohard to find today.

There were just 20,090! or so sets in use at the outbreak of war. and it “rould be
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an interesting exercise to find how many have survived. Our guess would be between
130 and 20!}: does anyone disagreefl?

VIDEO RECORDING NOTES
0350mm FORMATS
VIDEO

Martin Leach has written once more about the latest format he has acquired, an
Ikegarni 23‘3" system if you think this is obscure, certainly Martin doesn't. He is now
setting his  sights on  finding Teican and Wesgrove machines {see Market Place
section).

We have some resourceful folk among us, so it'you need - or can after - help
with old video tape standards, please drop your editor a line {H Fa—Icutt 1it'qt'ay,

Northampton, NNE BPH} or ring {1604-8411131}.

AUDIO TRANSCRIPTION

0n the subject of audio recordings, Paul Sawtell is extremely well equipped to convert
reel—to—reel recordings to compact cassette and has offered to help out readers. He can
handle full, half or quarter track material at any speed from 1 T13 to 15 inches per
second. Charges by negotiation: write to him (with SAE] at 2!} Seymour Road,
Wollescote, Stourbridge, West Midlands, DYE} 3TB.

STRANGE BUT (PROBABLY) TRUE
ln Television Really Explained, the author Ronald Tillman writes: “The North-West
German Broadcasting Corporation is proceeding with post-war plans for four
transmitting stations. One of  these, at Hamburg, started experimental transmission at
the end of 19561 - these were on the 435 line system and the station operates on a
wavelength very close to that of  the BBC London transmitter, with the result there are
occasional reports of freak reception late at night by British viewers.“

This is interesting but on the face o f  it, very unlikely. Given that the 625 line
system was invented in Germany (by Gerber}, why would fliey waste their time with a
[less sophisticated) system for which they had no apparatus? My money is on the freak
reception's source being the Eiffei Tower! [AE].
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_WHAT’S AN "ION TRAP"?

byMarcorm Barrel!
The fluorescent screen o f  early picture tubes was frequently discoloured by
prolonged use. This was due to damage by the heavier positively charged ions
which were projected towards the screen together with the electrons. A solution
was found by using the "bent gun" technique on some tubes, The cathodefgrid
assembly was angled to propel the electrons and the ions towards the neck of the
tube. A small permanent magnet was strapped to the tube neck and had the
effect of bending the electro beam onto its desired curse. The its, being heavier,
continued their original trajectory. '

One of the earliest ion trap tubes was the W22-lfi  (9"). Its predecessor the
W224 4 had no ion trap. The technique continued into the fifties with tubes such as
the WES-T4 {l '3'"). By this time manufacturers had found that adding an aluminium
backing to the phosphor improved contrast and brightness by reflecting light outwards.
It also provided protection from ions.

By the end of the decade the "alunrinised" screen had totally replaced the ion
trap tube. Later replacement Tl} degree tubes from Mullard also had "straight“ guns
and, apart from the 38 mm neck and base socket, clearly had also been equipped with
electron guns with the structure of  the later l i t]  degree types.

ssrnno UP
Manufacturers recommended that the magnet be positioned approximately at the
"bend" in the electrode structure and once the receiver had “warmed up", that it be
rotated and, if necessary moved along the neck to obtain an image of maximum
brightness. (in most sets the action of  this magnet was interdependent with those
used for picture centring and focus such that repeated adiustment was needed before
lighteeg the securing screw. Makers stressed that incorrect adjustment could result
rn ion um.

FAULTS

Believe it or not, faults could occur! The most common was sudden loss of picture,
usually after the set had been shifted. |IZII'ften time caused the securing band on the
magnet to become brittle with the result that it snapped and slipped sidWays giving,
usually, no picture. As tubes aged, the magnet would need to be re-set and could
often improve the brilliance of an apparently ailing tube.  Of course, care was
necessary .to avoid over-lightening the seeming screws.
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IF YOUR INTEREST IN COWCA'I'IONS m TO
WIRELESS OF DAYS GONE BY, YOU SHOULD BE READII‘IG

YGON
I Whether that interest is in domestic radio and TV or in amateur radio, in
military. aviation or marine communications, in broadcasting, or in
commercial radio systems fixed or mobile, RADIO BYGONES is the
magazine for you.

I Articles on restoration and repair, history, circuit techniques, personalities
reminiscences and just plain nostalgia — you’ll find them all. Plus feauires on
museums and private collections. with colour photographs of some of  their
most interesting exhibits.

I Covering developments from the days of Hertz, Maxwell and Marconi
to the recent past. ltAllIIO BYGONES is edited by Geoff Arnold GEGSR.
Editor of Momma Mugmficet and pseviously Editor of Practical Wireless.
I RADIO B'YGONES. which was lammbed in August 1939'. is published
six times a year. A subscription costs £13.50 for one year by post to UK.
addresses. or £14.50 to overseas addresses by surface mail. Airmail rates
can be quoted on request.
I lfyou would like to see a sample with» send£140 {£2.60 overseas} to the
publishers a1 Ihe address below. RADIO BYG ONES is not available at
newsagents.
I Please send payment by cheque or postal order to the Publishers at the
addressbelow. {Overseas remittanees narsthe in Sterling. payable in thelJK.
Cheques nmstbedrawn onaLondonclearing bank). Payment li'oru me‘llli
oroverseas byAeeessnrocardlMastereard or Visa is alsoweloome; please
quoteyoureardnumherandexpirydate. and yout name;

{3 {3 Arnold Painters, as Corfe View Road, Coin Mullen,
m ‘ Wimborne, Dorset BH21 3L2, England ' _‘A_ 'Iblephone: use: 653414 _&



South West
Vintage Communications Fair

everything fo r  COLLECTORS o fflw

RADIOS I TELEPHONESITELEVISIOHS II RECORDED

SGUND - valves I components . spare par ts

ephemera: books 5. magazines

Bank Hol iday  Monday
May 2? th  1991
lflam *— 4pm

a t  BBHPTDH PUBLIC HELL
o f f  Brook Street

IBamp ton ,  Devon-
6 miles nor th o f  T iver ton on  the R395

near Junc t i on  ETp  H5
Admiss ion :  59p  {children free}

.FANCY A STALL??? S imply  send an s.a.e. fo r
a booking form to Jonathan H i l l l  2K4 Brook
Street, Hampton,  Devon E116 9L3. Telephone
{0393}  331313  {S ta l l  bookings 6 E10 - s ta l l

prov ide6 ] *  ‘

I n  conjunct ion with the OPENING o f
Hampton Telephone Museum { j us t  around the
co rne r ] .  Contains a wonderfu l  co l l ec t i on
o f  vintage-—e modern Telephones s Rad ios r
p lus  Television, Toys} Ephemera a Local

His to ry

A lso  in town w i l l  be a Cratt Fa i r r  Tract ion
Engines. Vintage Cars._ Country PubsIr Cream
Teas etc. A great day out f o r  a l l  the f am i l y !

'*STALLS in advance on ly  — v is i to rs  pay a t  door
I! 'II C '- I II I

F i r s t  class refreshments available a l l  day
f rom the Pub l i c  Ha l l  Canteen



ANTIQUE RADIO CLASSIFIED
THE NATIONAL PUBLICATION

FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS.1 OF OLD RADIOS AND RELATED ITEMS
- * PUBLISHED MONTHLY

*— 2' Published by John v. Terrey. no. Box 2. Carflsle. IIIA. oI'r41

at; .
“‘2

was»

Antique radio's largest-circulation monthly magazine
5000+ subscribers!

SU S CSREBE TODAY
Only 11  for a 6-month Trial

A typical 76-page monthly issue includes:
- SUD-plus Classified Ads
- Advertising for Services 8:: Hard-to—Find Par-ts
- Informative Articles such as Company Histories

Value Guides Auction Reports How-To Photo
Reviews Hints 5: Tips Coming Events

A Sampling of the collecting areas covered:
- 20's Batten-15.1r Sets . 50‘s Plastic Radios 0 Horns 8: Speakers
' Crystal Sets _ - Television o Telegraph Gear
- Wireless Gear 0 Spark trs 0 Ad
I Cathedrals t Early Tube trs - Novelties
- Tombstones
- Classic Radios _

. Comm. Receivers
i Tubes

1- Books. Magazines. etc.
- Etc.. etc.. etc. '

Yes, I want to su bscrihe to Antique Radio Classified!
Name Call
Address ‘City . Zip

Telephone '
El New El Renewal: SUBli:
___$11.00 S—months, by 2nd class mail _
__$20 .00 12-months, by 2nd class mail;
:530 .00 12-months, by tst class mail;

_ $40.00 iii-months Guild-133315;";

“$60 .00 25-months "at“.m {g} “I”
::Other our mm In:

_ ma cheeks pavable to ”EH-{.3- Niall to and, P.0. Ba: 2. earths, IllA mm _ =

VISA _ MG Card No. Exp: _
Paid.$__ 33* {check} {cash}{Charge) is! issue: For ARC:



MARKET PLACE
Theistheareaforbuyhgandsefirgallldndsofdflgstodovflmtdevinon.neworold.

Wantmjoinhfibensendmymradve'fisanamtherenmdaargealmwghifspacek
shortwemayl1aveto"prune'outfl1eleastrelevantadvertsorholdtl'lemoveruntilnexttime.

Advertisements are normally itserted for two issues: please indicate ifyou wish your ad.
mnmla1ger.Thae'smennadwgeMwenymavoidrepeamg"stale'maternL

Tradersarealsowelcomeherebutwedorequire people whoarecommercial dealt-trsto
stated-is intheiradvertisements.111eletter{T}attheendofanadverfisement inficatesthatthe
advertisementis'trade'.

Testafimuskbsubjeatofltesmrdetofcopyrightasomerrecordedwuksafln
is unlawful to sell amateur or professional recordings of same. 405 Alive will not accept any
adverfiements from persons engaged in this activity.

Also please note that we do not accept any responsibility for dealings reams-lg from these
adver'tisementswhid1arepublishedingoodfaithfleplicasand reproductionsmaybe dillioultto
identify. so beware of any items “of doubtful origin" and assure yourself of the authenticity of
anytl'a'ng you propose buying. And try to have fun. after all it's only a hobby!

We have had a number of ads requesting 405 line recordings and circuit diagrams for
standards-convertelsand Band I Winters - wlwhaven’twe printedthemiWelL theadsfor
videotape recordings were getting out of hand and there was no response to our idea of a
clearing house. Building a standards converter a major undertaking {parts are likely to cost
£300 minimum} but one our members who has built one is now working on a set of printed
circuit boards and parts lists. Watch this space! And two designs for modulators have been
published in Television magazine — see issue | of‘405 Alive, pages lfl l l  I .  We can supply
photoeopiesat lflpapage.

Please note that we are not in a position to supply circuit diagrams, service
sheets or other information on equipment. For this you need to read the small
advertisements below and those published each month in Television magazine. But
we will also print requests for help in this section of the newsletter. Host valves and
other components are not hard to find: we recommend Billington ‘Valves {04D3-
alone),  Kenzen {fill-446 4346}. Wilson ‘lil'alves (0453'5-6! l4]: and PM Components
{04?4-56052l). For hard-to-iind transistors we have heard of The Semiconductor
Archives {08 l-Bfi'l F908} and Vectis Components Ltd. (Eli'flS-EBQBBS}. Would you like
torecommend odm'fmilfyoutlhkali'mg'vesgoodservicepleasetellusall!

VINTAGE TVs, radios and testgear - from Kenzen, Unit 9,; I'fi-IG George
repaired and restored. Personal
attention to every job and moderate
prices. Estimates without obligation -
deal with an enthusiast! {BEFWS and
BATC member} Please include SAE
with all enquiries - thanks. Dave
Higginson. 13 High Street. Mister-ton.
Doncaster. Yorke. DNH} 4BU. [T]. Tel:
042? - 390163.

Foe SALE: Valves for your 405 line Ty
(and other equipment] can be obtained
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Street. Balsall Heath, BIRMINGHAM
BIZ  9R6.  Send SEE for quotation by
return or telephone 01 l 446 4346 or fast _
{new number - please note) 011-446
4145. Many'thousands of new, boxed
valves at unbeatable prices. We can
also supply components. e.g. -"spot-tip-
body" colour coded resistors.
wirewound resistors. droppers, EHT-
capacitors, etc. etc. Send for our  latest
26 page catalogue of goodies - only { I
plus A4 size SAE with 32p stamp please.
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Interesting items available now include:
ex—IBA UHF television transmitter {parts
of}, about I I I  tonne o I  eat-BBC video
and audio equipment (mostly I?“ rack
mounting] and lots of 19" video
monitors. Callers welcome but please
telephone the warehouse first.{'l]

FOR SALE: Printed circuit board for
David Looser's design of Band I
modulator.  Size I 60  3: 100 mm,
undrilled. £5 including post and
packing. Dave Boynes, l 2  The Garth,
Winlaton, Blaydon, NEEI EDD. Tel: 09 l -
4|44T5l.

FOR SALE: Television Receiving
Equipment by W.T. Cocking. First
published |940, this is the l943 edition
[War Economy Standard). Pictures of
two pre-war sets and the Wireless
World magnetic TV receiver. 2?3 pages
and  pull—out d iagrams,  hardcover  and
dust iacket- { I 0  post-paid. Barrie Portas,
Grimsby Mill-324839.

FOR SALE: Illuminated diascope for
1.0. camera, new condition, with power
supply for lamp. Slides onto lens, takes
two 2" It 2" slides {latter not supplied but
may be available at cost). £50 o r  swap.
Andy Emmerson GBPTH, T l  Falcutt_
Way, Northampton, NN2 BPH.

FOR SALE: Pye video receivers {take
600 ohm balanced or T5 ohm input and
provide adjustable LF, HF and HF gain}.
:5 I5 each. Michael Bond, OTB-53998.

FOR SALE: (SEC 20" TV, model BT302,_
plastic and wood case, how front. Pye
car radio o f  l94TI49 ,  model PISCR,
valved, 6V. Old Blick typewriter. No idea
what these are worth! David Salter,5mm DZl—303442l.
Fol: SALE: I have the following—
duplicate copies of {mainly old TV}
books; all are in average condition
unless otherwise noted. At £1 each: TV
RECEIVER SERVICING. pt I Time base
Circuits {Spreadbury}, |96 I ,  364pp.
Ditto, another copy of pt I ,  I955. Ditto,
pt  2 Receiver and Power SuppIy Circuits.
SOBPP. I955. MODERN PRACTICAL

405  ALIVE Issue 1!}

RADIO 3: TV vol 2 (Quarrington), early
post-war, covers TV theory, l96  pp. TV
FAULT FINDING, paperback, I053
printing, |04pp, many oil-screen pix.
TV RECEIVER THEORY, vol I {Hutson},
I966, 232pp, lots of 405.

At El  .15 each: RADIO
HANDBOOK SUPPLEMENT, RSGB,
I60pp paperback, 2nd world war, a bit
rough. RADIO LABORATORY
HANDBOOK {Scroggie}, wartime,
400pp. TELEVISION SERVICING MANUAL
{Bradley}, paperback, I lfipp, I950
{scruffy}. HOW TELEVISION WORKS,
{Helm}, Philips, 3 |3pp ,  ex-lihrary copy.
TELEVISION EXPLAINED [Miller 3:
Spreadbury}, I92pp, l960.

Add £2 postage and packing for
each book - sorry but it costs a fortune
these days. Any large overpayment will
be refunded. Only one copy of each,  so
ring first to check availability and don't
hesitate! Andy Emmerson, T l  Falcutt
Way, Northampton, NN2 BPH.

FOR SALE:Bush m2, not working, was
suffering from damp, but now dried out.
Case is clean but dusty. Offers please!
Paul Ewers, Brill (near Oxford andAylesbury] 0344-13? IS 1.
FOR SALE: Catweazle {TVS}, the first
series, complete. On lfimm film as
transmitted, sold only complete as
eleven l | 00  feet reels, £200. Ken Hayes,
saws-12455.

FOR SALE: Sony (IV-1000 405 line video
tape recorder, with manual and tapes, £50.
Dave Higginson, 20 High Street, Histerton,
Doncaster, Yorke, DN ID  4BU. (T). Tel:‘
042? - 090T63.

- FREE - voun'nocoum BE HERE
_Therels no charge at all if you‘re -a
subscriber ... -

INTERESTED in telephones and
telegraphs? The Telecom Heritage
Group is for you then, with four
magazines and a swapmeet a year.
Send SAE to THG, P.O. Box 499,
Bishopbrigs, Glasgow, G64 31R.
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WANTED: Early frame oscillator
transformer, primary resistance 240
ohms. two secondaries each 3.3L: ohms.
The resistances are not critical and any
replacement type such as Radiospares
will do. alternatively the proper one us
from a pre— or just post-war Pye chassis.
Telephone Steve on 0889.5?8416.

WANTED: I am looking for examples of
early colour TVs. especially dual-
standard Bush. Murphy. Thorn. Pye or
Decca models. Anything unusual would
be of particular interest. l am also
seeking examples of two early post-war
GEC models. 317992 and BTEHL and
of course anything pre-war {isn't
everyone?!?}. My telephone number is
Coddenham 0449 79-366. Mike King.
Crowfield Cottage. Stone Street.
Crmvfield. Ipswich. Suffolk IP6 FTA

WANTED: Bush console "Pill. also a bow-
fronted I?” GEC. These do not
necessarily have to be in working order.
Norman Cooper, Ill Newcoln Road.
Scarborough. York-5.. ‘I’Ol 2 43L

WANTED: Can anyone help me out
with an aerial plug suitable for a pre-
war HHVIHarconiphon-e TV? It has two
thin. flat blades rather Iilte an American
mains plug but Spaced a little further
apart. I also need loan or a photocopy
of service information and user manual
for the HMWl-‘larconiphone 5“ TWradio
type Slflflir'lifi. Andy Emmerson. T l
Falcutt 1li'li'ay. Northampton, NN2 EPH.
WEI}.

WANTED: buylborrowfswap old TV
"programmes on I6mrn film. I’m
gradually building up an interesting
archive! Andy Emmerson. Ill Falcutt
Way. Northampton. NN2 BPH. 0604-
844I3ll. _

HELP WANTED! I am putting the final
touches to a demonstration set-up of
Sony's first home video system. circa
1966. Yes. it’s a high definition #05 line
system. in glorious black and white and
uses the latest reel-to-reel technology!
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I’d be very pleased to hear from anyone
who'can lend or donate original sales
literature. carrying case for camera.
two-camera switcher. also the little
accessories such as oil. cleaning tools.
splicing tape. microphone etc.. A
thousand blessings on you i f  you can

' 'help. Andy Emmerson. If! Falcutt Way.
Northampton. NN2 BPH. Te l :  (1604-
SHED.

WANTED: Television Annuals for years
after l 96 l .  Basic Television part 2
{Technical Press}. Most kinds of closed
circuit and industrial TV cameras and
sales literature. Sony 405 line
modulator. camera switcher and other
accessories. 1" x 2" slides of test cards
and captions to borrow and copy or
buy. Andy Emmerson. 7 i  Falcutt Way.
Northampton. NN1 BPH (tel: fléll‘l -
34480}.

WANTED: Still hoping to find a pre—war
TV set. but also wanting any TV with a
round image tube. maximum 9". i pay a
good price and can collect the sets.
Rudi Sillen. Limherg 3 | .  8-2130
HERSELT. Belgium. Tel: D lfl  32 14-
54-6339.

WANTED: Pre-war Til“. any make. any
condition. Pye Bic-T. ?re-war books on
TV. Data on Ekco TXIFS. Please help
me with standards conversion {625-
>405 andfor D IS ->819} .  If you have a
Philips 663A or know of it. please
exchange findings with me. jac
janssen. Hoge Ham | ”d. 5 | {PHD
DONG EN.  The Netherlands. Tel.
{evenings} from UK: 0 ll) 3 |  1623- I 8  I 58.
“mks!

WANTED: Pye V4 or VT4 TV. Pye
broadcast equipment. the mauve and
light blue valve type. What have you?
Information on the Pye Broadcast
'Staticon camera. type 1 l30  DEV. Need
manual. lenses. any info. Michael Bond.
0133-53998.

WANTED: old ATV Television Show
Books. number 2 and up. Also wanted
I6mm opt. sound ATV logo. starts. Mr
D.W. Probert. I 6  Woden Road East.
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Wednesbury, West Midlands, WSIO
ORG.

WANTED to borrow, hire or buy: TBC,
Ampex 290393 {for Ampex VPR?900
series}, or Ampen VPR2900 series with a
TBC. Lucy Strong, Brockwood park,
Bramdean, Hants., SO24 0LQ. Tel: 0962
- FI243'.

WANTED: Marconi VCGHSDA and Pye
DIST  TVs, circuit diagram for GEC
BT3839 ,  CRTs TA IO ,  CRH92,  6504A,
6505 .  Also frame oscillator transformer
for Invicta T l02 .  Robin Howells, 6
Dunlin Drive, Spennells, Kidderminster,
Wm, DYID  4TA.

WANTED: lULL'J' CAMERA TUBES and
similar imaging devices ofvarious types
and age {and related data, etc.) sought
for historic (l) collection. Particularly
welcome would he  an Orthicon,  EH l
9331  vidicons, an  Ebitron, an  Image
Isocon or a | .5 '  vidicon. Tubes that are
not operable are suitable, so if you
replace tubes in cameras please don't
throw the old ones away but contact
Peter Delaney, 6 East View Close,
Wargrave, Berks., RGIO BB} (tel:1lil'llllargrave 0?34~403l2l). '

WANTED: Replacement video heads for
Akai VTI  l 0  lull" ‘reel-to-reel VTR or
complete machineioutfit. Also, l still
need aSony EV320BIOV'I‘R.
Manuals for Rank Nivico 300 series VTR
and for NC E26P and Gill machines.
I feel optimistic - anyone got a Telcan
or Wesgrove VTR for me! Martin Loach,
96 Lashford Lane, Dry Sandford,
Abingdon, OXl 3 6E3. Oxford T3582l .

WANTED: Circuit diagram or info on
Universal Avometer 011k Two. Any
reasonable costs refunded. Peter
Blackett, 32-  Woodstock Road,
Carshalton, Surrey, 5H5 302.

WANTED: LOPT and Enearity control for
Bush W22 (or derelict chassis}. Can
pick up in UK. Halcolm Burrell,
Weverstraat 0 ,  56 I2B I  Eindhoven,
Netherhnds. - -
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SWAP: I've some more surplus copies
of Practical Television - would swap for
other copies not here. August I950 vol E
no. 5 (poor); April l952 (fair); April, May
l955 {fair to good};]une l956:jan,  jul,
Sept, Oct, Nov. I 952:  june, Sept, Dec.
I958. Roger Bunney, 33 Cherville Street,
Romsey, Hants., SOS BFB. -

SWAP: I have user handbooks for the
I('Zossor models 930T and 934, also Bush
W24 {the last is a bit dog-eared}. P“ be
pleased to swap all three for the Bush
W22 instructions {i don't want to sell
them}. Andy En'imerson, 0604-34“ 30.

HELP! Can anyone suggest a source of
a replacement or regunned picture tube
for my otherwise perfect l3" Sony
Trinitron KVI 3201.13? I'd also like t buy a
decent B-track cartridge deck to  play
back my old tapes. Tony Clayden, 03 | -
36| BBBI.

TELECINE (standard B, super 8, 9.5
and Ifimm} and 5251625
PALISECAMINTSC standards
conversion work.  Personal service
using professional equipment, by a 405
enthusiast at competitive prices. Send
large SAE for full details o r  describe
your specific requirements. We regret
we cannot handle 405525 conversions!
Lionel Fynn, Plato Video, 3'0 Richmond
Hill, Bournemouth, BH2 6JA. Te l :  0202:-
24382.

CALLING ALL DXers! Keep up to date
with Telerodio News, the only magazine
for dedicated enthusiasts. Six issues ayear
cost you just £7.50 post paid, so send your
name and address with a cheque made out
to H5 PUELlCATIONS, if Epping Close,
Derby, DE3 4HR. .

AND IF voumeari'sa THE vsav
~LATEST INFO ON SATELLITE

TELEVISION ... you should be reading
Transponder ,  the definitive
subscription newsletter. For details ring
0210-50009? or send SAE to
Transponder, P .0 .  Box l I 2 ,  Crewe,
Ched'iire. CW22'DS. . ' _

RECOMMENDED SHOP: ]. 3: N. Bull
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Electrical. 250_ Portland Road. Hove.
Sussex has old TV servicing equipment
from time to t ime.  also obsolete and
spare parts at reasonable prices -

HOHI  - THE WORLD’S HOST
EXCITING CINEMA AND TELEVISION
MUSEUM. South Bank. London SE! . Tel
{IN-92B 3535 (switchboard) or Dill-4m
2636 {recorded hformation line).

NOTHING to do with vintage TV but if
- you are interested in the 'aiternative"

video and independent TV production
scene. you may care to read

out Hedio. a thick monthly magazine
costing £ I .25. Full details from Independent
Media. 3" Campbell Court. Bramley.
Basingstoice. Hants.. RG26 SEG. Telephone
5256 - 882032.

ON THE AIR Vintage Sound and Vision
is a new venue for vintage broadcasting
enthusiasts. Situated in Chester's maior
antiques centre. ON THE AIR has a
constantly changing stock of vintage
wireless. television and related items.
Please write {enclosing SAE} or phone
for further details and to ensure
personal attention before calling. Open
Monday to Saturday I0.DD - 5.30. ON
THE AIR. Helody's Antique Galleries. 32
City Road. Chester. Tel: 0244 - 323963'or
66l062.

TEST CARD VIDEOS FOR SALE: 55
minute video presentation made for the
BATC 'The Development of the TV Test
Card“. Andrew Emmerson interviews
George Hersee. designer of Test Card F.
Lots of old nest cards included.

'. Also I*Exotic TV ldent‘s' but that is an
understatement. For this tape covers
East Germany. USSR. Poland.
Czechoslovakia. Estonia and Romania
plus other exotic locations such as
Mongolia. Libya. Algeria. New York.
"BBC London" and many west
European countries and satellite
channels. In all there are over 80 test
cards. station idents. news programmes
and start-of—day recordings. lasting 49
minutes in all. Explanatory captions
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describe each segment and the
recordings were made on broadcast
equipment in a TV studio “somewhere
InEasternEurope.

Both titles cost £9.99. VHS PAL only.
Please allow l4  days for delivery. Andy
Emmerson. below.

TELECINE: At last - an affordable
telecine service! If you want lémm
films {not other gauges. sorry}
transferred to VH5 but cannot afford the
usual charges. how about giving me a
call? You can collecti'deliver and supply
your own tape to save money if you
prefer. Quantity prices are available.
too. Equipment has 430 lines resolution
{better than S-VHS!) and handles
optical and magnetic sound. Ring or
sendSAEfordetaiIs.

Andy Emmerson GBPTH. 2 |  Falcutt
_ Way. Notthanqaton. NNZ BPH. Tel: 0604-

344|3l1

BOOKS! Large new catalogue of
second-hand radio and TV books. Send
four first class stamps for one issue or
£2.25 cheque or postal order for next
four issues. Chevet Books. I 5?  Dickson
Road. Blackpool. Lancs.. FYI 2EU. Tel:
0253-?5I858.
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GOOD HOMES WANTED!
' 'lhefollow'mg items havebemofferedf‘ree ofcharge-or almostfreebytherr generous

owners, though they will doubtless accept small donations if you are pleased with
what you get! This latter lrind of gesture goes down well since in many instances the
advertisers are normenbersot‘ourgroup andarepensioners,wldews, etc.. Whereno
phone numberis ghee please enclose SAE with your letter, it’s only fair ‘

In each case the adtertiser has agreed to “hold the items for one month from
publication after then it’5 probably the corporation rubbish dmnp or an antique
shop You have been wamed! —

*egdfllufsenMZTcolocacalgil fiZShnesPALordy,butwnesVllFand_
UHF. hinStbeeollected from inndonaEaEdwln Parsonsfidfidlfififia

* Ferguson 436 '1n lovely condition. Modest price or possibly free. John Andrews on
Furnace End {Warlrs.} BEES-314E.

* Very early Sony Trinltron 14" table set, probably the first pro-production mode] as it '
bears no model number 1story unusual ,probably c.1967.Goo-d condition but tube 15 a
little soft i still have a Fhllips ltll Till} VCR flare early Mullard 2 i"  rs" colour tube,
never used-.1111 are free to anyone that would like to have them but they roost be
collected. fling {El-542 3351.11“ any reader requires to identify any period models or
sendce advice, I may be able to help giving valve types and -,CRT etc. {SHE would be
appreciated}. John Wakely, are High Street, Colliers Wood, London, SWlli 213T {close _

' to Colliers Wood tmdergrormd station]. -

2HOW TO CONTACT 405 ALIVE
' .We want to hear from YOU! This rs your magazine, so please send 111 your letters, '_
- notes and articles; don’ t be bashful, other people will be interested" 1n what you 'ro -

doing! As we do this for fun, not profit, we regret that we cannot payior contributions
bat authors are encouraged to retain their copyright and are free to publish their

._art1clesn1otherpubhcat10nsaswell.5endusyornadvertrsementsteo - . _

if. at all possible, please TYPE your contributions using a dark, black nbben.
This enables them to be read straight into the nerd-processor by a datument scanner.
Magic! -

' Contributions on comptner dislr are particularly nelcome and your disk will _be
mannedlcanhandlenrestyanatnmsolMFCandG’mldrsssm 3.5"and2'525"size
but please process your words as an seen or WordStar file. I cannot handle Amstrad

- FEW BBCmMawnmhmsmarrddhrdorflnpleasemonflfifld-flddlfil Thanks.
You-eannow-alsolasyarnletters, adsandarncheon 184? _ -- ‘

seafarers Issue 10 _- - _ _ - rages:



THE BACK PAGE
liilfi Alive is an independent, nota-for-profit magazine devoted to the study and
preservation of  old television technology and programming. It is sold by subscription
only and thus has no  cover price: it is not subsidised by any other organisation.
gamma is at approximately three month intervals, normally in January, April, .luly

tuber.

Correspondence is welcomed: write to the editor, Andrew Emmerson, 1'1
Falcutt Way, Northampton, NN2 BPl-l. If your letter is not intended for publication
please indicate this clearly. All letters are gratefully received and will be acimowlfied
in the next issue if not sooner. if you are expecting a reply you must include a stamped
addressed envelope and preferably also your telephone number [in case it  is quicker
to telephone a reply) ~ thanks.

Editorial policy. We print readers’ addresses only in small advertisements or when
asked to. We will always be happy to forward letters to contributors if postage is sent.

Advertising rates. Classified: free to subscribers, SI per advertisement for others.
Display ads, using your artwork: £5 per half page.

Copyright (c) 1991 byAndrew Emerson and contributors. EEzOE. Whilst every care
is taken in the production of this newsletter, the editor accepts no legal responsibfity
for the advice, data and opinions expressed. No guarantee of accuracy is implied or
given for the material herein. The contents of the newsletter are covered by copyright
Partial reproduction is allowed so long as the source is quoted.

Exchange publications. You may wish to contact the following allied interest groups
(please send SAE with all enquiries).

BRITISH VINTAGE ‘W’lRELESS SOCIETY: Gerald Wells, Vintage Wireless Museum, 23
Rosendale Road, London, SE21.
BRITISH MTEUR TELEillSION CLUB: Dave Lawton GUANO, Grenehurst, Pinewood
Road, High Wyoombe, Bucks, HP12 dDD.
NARROW BANDWIDTH Tl! ASSOCIATION: Mr N Reynolds, Ga Collingbourne Road,
tendon, W12 flJQ.
TEST CARD CIRCLE: 2 Henderson Row, Edinburgh, EH3 EDS.
#1551n RADIO 3: SOUND SOCIETY: Vincent Farrell, 39A Lower Drumcondra

oa , . -

We also read and recommend these other specialist publications- of interest:
RADIO BYGONES, 3a Corie 1rIl’iew Road, Corie lulullen, unborne Dorset, BHEI 3L2.
TELERADIO NEWS, 'l' Epping Close, Derby, DE3 411R.

WOULD YOU LIKE YOUR OWN COPY OF 405 ALIVE?
Perhaps you are reading a friend’s copy - now you can't wait to receive your oust
copyt'our times ayear. This iswhatyou do ...

Send a Me for 5H} {inland}, S12 {abroad} made out-to Midshires Hediatech,
which will pay for a year’s subscription (four issues}. The address is 71 Falcutl Way,
Northampton, NN2 SPH.
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